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Annual Youth Forum To Discu's s 'Christian Challenges'
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"So you want to be a real Christian" is
the question which will be posed to young
people by Jeff Walling at the 22nd Annual
Youth Forum at Harding University, March.
28-29.
Each year Walling challenges young
people and adults to live for God as he
speaks at lectures, gospel meetings, teen
programs and.on college campuses across
the nation. His dynamic style has made him
a favorite speaker for many, especial\y
among youths. During his 12 years of
preaching he has appeared on more than
SOO programs in this and other countries.
Highlighting the Youth Forum program
will be Walling's four talks. Walling will
deliver lessons titled "You Call That A
Faith" and "The Jesus Factor" on Friday,
March 28 at 2:30 and 3:45 p.m., respectively. On Saturday, at 9 a.m. and 12:45
p.m., Walling's talks will be titled "Out Of
This World" and "Back To The Future."
Other items on the Youth Forum
schedule for Friday include tours of Har'ding's campus for newcomers, a viewing of
the annual Harding University slide show. a
performance by the musical variety group
Belles and Beaux and a special musical
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presentation. courtesy of the University's
music department.
A choice of entertainment will be
available Friday night with the annual,
musical extravaganza Spring Sing starting
at 7:00. For those not attending Spring
Sing. the musical group "Time of Day" will
perform at 8:00 in the Administration
Auditorium. Afterwards, a campu~-wide
devotional is set for 10:30.
On Saturday, prospective students can
obtain scholarship and grants information
from the Financial Aid office from 8 a.m.
until 1 p.m. Questions about admissions,
academics and other subjects will be answered at a Faculty-Parent-Student Conference available from 8 until 9 a.m.
Apart from Walling's talks, the schedule
is completed with a performance by the
"Time of Day" at 10:30 a.m. and two
performances of Spring Sing, in the. !ifternoon at 3 and at 7 p.m. Also. the movie
"The Natural" .will be shown at 7 and 10
p.m. for the admission price of $1.
An other Youth' Forum activities, except
Spring Sing. are free. Spring Sing tickets are
$5.50 each ..AlI meals are at guests' expense.

Spring Sing Rehearsals Underway;
Capacity Attendance Expected

-'

Production has begun on campus for the
13th Annual Spring Sing to be held March
27-29. According to Dr. John H. Ryan,
Spring Sing coordinator , social clubs have
started signing up for themes including
dental plaque, baseball. scarecrows. security
officers, swinging singles as Tarzan and
Jane and werewolves.
Social clubs which have already signed up
t6 participate include Chi Sigma Alpha.
. Regina, Sigma Tau Sigma. Kappa Delta
Kappa, Chi Lambda Chi, Tri Sigma Delta,
Kirei Na Ai, Omega Phi, Kappa Tau
Omega, OEGE, King's Men. Chi Alpha
Rho. Ka Re Ta. Galaxy. Ju Go Ju , Gata,
Alpha Tau, Knights, Phi Delta. Kappa
Sigma . Kappa, Kappa Kappa Kappa,
Shantih, Titans, Ko Jo Kai and Sub T-16.
Faculty members are also planning a
program.
Preparations are also being made by Bob
Ritchie, lighting director; Warren Casey,
director of the jazz band; C. Robin Miller,
technical director; Dustin Hughes, assistant
stage manager and Steve Holder, hosting
director.
Serving as hosts and hostesses this year
are Mark Brown, Laura White and Lori
Bailey of Searcy and Paul Lockhart of
Vinita, Okla.
Ryan said approximately 30 judges have
been selected to rate the shows in the
categories of theme development, music,
costume, and choreography.
The sweepstakes winner (the show with
the highest number of total points from the
four areas) will win a trophy plus 5300 per

club. First runner-up will rec.eive S2SO per
club plus a trophy; third runner-up. $150
per club plus trophy.
Plaques are awarded to the winners of
each area and a plaque is also given to the
club with the highest percentage of
members participating.
Ryan expects capacity crowds to attend
the four performances which will begin at
7:00 nightly and 3:00 on Saturday afternoon. Tickets are $4.50 for Thursday and
$5.50 for Friday and Saturday performances.

CHRISTIAN CHALLENGES -leffWalling ofEl Toro. Calif., has sPoken on more than 50Q
progra,!,sfor youth rallies and church events.
(photo by Mike James)

Presidential Search Continues;
C.ommiHee,Announces Progress
Continuing progress is being made by the
Presidential Search Committee, according
to chairman James H. Cone.
The committee, appointed to seek a

Tuition Gift Certificates Available
A Tuition Gift Certificate program to
prepay future tuition costs has been introduced by Harding University for its
alumni and friends, according to Lott R.
Tucker, vice president for fina~ce.
The program will make it possible to
purchase credit hours at the current rate
and hold them in est!row until a future time,
Tucker said.
"A parent with young children or a
grandparent may be intereSted in prepurchasing credit hours for the time when
the child will reach ·college age," Tucker
said.
After purchase and desigtJation of the
recipient. the' gift certificate is nonassignable and non-refundable. It also
cannot be transferred.
"We think this program will open several
-opportunities for those who want to meet
future obligations at today's prices. For

those already planning to attend Harding it
would provide a method of meeting college
costs in advance." Tucker said.
Durward McGaha. director of admissions, was especially enthusiastic in his
support of the program. "This is a
tremendous opportunity for our alumni; I
believe at least 100 families will take advantage of the program within the next
school year.
"For parents of high school age stUdents.
the program will make it possible to save the
cost of any inflation one might face in the
next two or three years. All parents.
regardless of the age of their children. will
want to look into this program."
More information concerning the Tuition
Gift Certificate program can be obtained by
writing Tucker, Harding University, Station
A. Box 9401. Searcy. Ark. 72143.

successor to President Clifton L. Ganus. met
on campus in January.
"The committee has received a number of
nominations as well as letters of interest and
we feel we are making good progress in the
search ," Cone said. "At this point the
application period is not closed and we are
open to entertain additional recommendations ...
Cone indicated the committee is on
schedule in its selection procedure. Plans
call for a president-elect to be selected by
May, 1986.
"The interview stage is still in front of
us." Cone said. "Again, on behalf of ~he
committee. I want to emphasize our
commitment to find the most qualified
candidate. This is not an activity you want
to rush through and the committee is
determined to make a complete and
thorough study of all possible candidates."
Serving with Cone on the Search Committee are Board members Richard Gibson
of Longview. Texas; Roy Sawyer of Sardis.
Miss.; Dan Russell of Shreveport. La.; Jim
Bill McInteer of Nashville. Tenn.; Russ
Burcham of Kennett, Mo. and Donald
Shores of Cave City. Ark.

UPLIF:f":,-.Bible:Camp Planned'For,Ju:n.e;.22:,:21·::
The second UPLIFT Bible Camp with the
theme, "In His Image," is scheduled for
June 22-27 on the campus, according to
Allan Isom, UPLIFT director and a
professor in tne ,Bible department.
Five well-known speakers have been
slated to deliver keynote talks during the
five nights of , UPLIFT. The speaker for
Sunday night's opening session will be Neale
Pryor, chairman of Harding's Bible
department. Monday night will feature
Buddy Bell of TuscalooSa, Ala.
Ronnie White .of Oklahoma City will
speak Tuesday night and Jay Utley of
Edmond, Okla. will speak Wednesday
night. Jeff Walling of Mission Viejo, Calif.,
will be the closirig sp¢aker for UPLIFT.

The first UPLIFT, h~ld in June of 1985,
was a resounding success, Isom indicated,
with about SOO young people attending.
That first, five-day session saw 68 youths
respond to the gospel message, with eight
being baptized.
"Lives were changed for good," Isom
~said. "Many who came then (in 1985) are
already planning to attend this year. Youth
ministers who attended said they had never
been to a better college-based camp than
UPLIFT."
UPLIFT is an intensive Bible camp where
young people stay iJI the air-conditioned
dorms on Harding's campus. The campers
eat in the university cafeteria and are involved in Bible classes, unique teaching and

sharing sessions, and worship periods
throughout the day.
There is also ample free time and
orgariized entertainment activities, which
take advantage and full use of the athletic
and recreational facilities on campus.
Recreational activities include movies,
swimming, tennis, basketball, volleyball,
softball and weightlifting. A nominal fee is
charged for bowling and video games.
The cost of UPLIFT is only $75 and
includes the registration fee, 14 meals, and
UPLIFT tee shirt and housing. More information can be obtained by writing to the
following address: Harding University UPLIFT 1986, Allan Isom, Box 939, Searcy,
Ark. 72143.
Jim White

Admissions Advisor,
White Joins Staff

HEA VY LOAD - Workers instQlI machinery necessary to generate high and low pressure steam in the cogeneration plant.
. ', ,

Cogeneration Deve'lopment Expt!cted To Reap Savings
By Stan Green
Utilities and their costs - like death and
taxes - seem to' be with us always.
Energy costs fbr the family home continue
to spiral upward. Consider the magnitude of
utilities for a busy university campus where energy need~ ~ost approximately $1.4
million in 1985.; f
On the Harding campus, the new buzzword is cogenerati9n - the process by
which an entity, Harding in this case,
generates its own steam by burning some
, type of fuel or waste. The steam is then sent
through a turbine to create electricity.
For University officials, cogeneration will
enable the school to cut utility costs
dramatically at a time when budget belts are
being tightened and, saving dollars are
taking on special significance.
"What we are looking at is the best way to
utilize our assets without spendirig additional funds," said President Clifton L.
Ganus. "We want the best system possible
for the least price."
In concert with Cogeneration Power
Systems Inc. (CPSI), a company formed by
Stan and Terry Pearson, Harding will
purchase power to provide heating and
'cooling for the entire campus.
Pearson, with 35 years' experience in
tndustrial engineering and his son, Terry, a
rormer business professor at the University,
tQ'rmed CPSI to builil' the 51. 9 million power
plant. 'Harding has 'contracted to purchase
ppwer from CPSI with an option to purchase
!,~eplant' at fair market value in five years.
0

r~f.~.

"

CPSI is constructi~g the plant facility on
the south side of the campus, immediately
behind the Administration Building. It will
house six CaterpiUar G-399 natural gas
engine-generator sets. Electricity will be
metered at the CPSI plant and be
distributed i~jo~thlrH~.ng system. >
~"'Heat will:'be': geb:e~~ted as a Dy-prMuct
of producing electricity and that heat,
through boilers, will generate the high and
low pressure steam we need for our system,"
Lott Tucker, vice president for finance, said.
The University is now installing the
necessary piping systems to the campus
buildings to transport the waier for heating
and cooling purposes. The campus delivery
system will be directed by Herman
Spurlock, director of engineering services.
"With energy .costs continuing to
escalate, cogeneration is expected to cut our
utility costs and provide some stability to'
that continuing expense," Tucker said.
According to Tucker, Harding's energy
costs in 1984 were $1.3 million. That figure
increased to 51.4 million in 1985.
Cogeneration projections will save the
University approximately 5180,000 in each
of the first five years. At the' end of the five
year contract period ,H#ding can exercise
its option to purchase· and . operate the
cogeneration plant from CPSI. At that time
the savings are expected to be much larger_
Should any excess power be generated,
CPS I would be a1lowed'to sell it to Arkansas.
Power and Light Comp~y llndet'the, Public
Utility Reguiatorj1-oI1cies~c't
1978", a
•

•
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federal law which requires electric utility
companies to buy back excess power from
private operators.
The project was initially begun in
January, 1984 and completion of the CPSI
plant is expected within the next few weeks_
The system is expected t9 be: on-line and
operating this spring.
."Opt~mistically, we have felt from the
beginning that cogeneration has great
potential for us," Tucker said. "We have
progressed through the construction phase
and are close to the starting up point. I still
have the same expectatio~s for the amount
of savings the University can realize."

Jim White, former Director of Admissions at Ohio Valley College in West
Virginia who has also worked as a youth
minister, joined the University admissions
staff January 1 as a counselor.
White will be responsible for student
recruitment in the western states, including
Alaska and Hawaii, and will primarily be
working with young people in churches in
Louisiana and Texas, according to Durward
McGaha, Harding Director of Admissions.
"With Jim's experience in admissions and
among young people in churches, he should
be a 'natural' for this position. We are
extremely pleased to have him as a member
of our staff," McGaha said.
A 1972 graduate of Harding Academy,
White, son cif Ed White of the University
English facuIty and Mrs. White, -attended
Harding University, Ohio Valley College,
and the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, where he received a B.A. degree in
1979.
"Both Martha and I grew up in small
towns, and we wanted that experience for
our daughter," White said. "Needless to
say, especially since both of us have our
parents here, we are most pleased to be back
in Searcy."
In Fayetteville, he was youth minister of
the North Street Church of Christ. During
his service at Ohio Valley College, the school
achieved its record enrollment. For the past
two-and-a-half years, White has been
Minister of Youth and Education at the
Airline Drive Church of Christ in Bossier
City, La.
He is married to the former Martha Hart
of Searcy and the couple has- a daughter,
Meredith, age 2.

Florence Program Adds '86 Summer Session
A summer session has been added to the
Harding University' in Florence (HUF)
program of study and travel in Europe with
the first term to be May 15-Aug. 15.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Pryor and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Eddins will accompany
the group in the first session to the
University-owned villa in Florence, where
Pryor and Eddins will join Terry Edwards,
who resides at the villa, to conduct claSses in
Italian, Bible, humanities and electives in
physical science and mathematics.
For several years" Hilfding has operated
the program with fall and spring sem~.sters,
with' about 3S students attending each
semester. The summer ptogramwilL be
cond~'U"e~, .c.omp!e.ti,~g~ ~ ,yea'r-rgund,
operation, if demand is ,~pfficteQt: 9f' D«;>9,

Shackelford, director of the program, said.
"We have such a nice facility there that it
seems a shame not to make it available
throughout the year," he said.
The semester will conclude on May 5, but
some members will remain longer for
evangelistic campaigns and private travel.
A group of 381eft the Searcy campus Feb.
5 for. the spring tour, which will include
several trips to surrounding cities in Italy, a
ski trip to Abetone, a cruise to Greece and
free time time for elective travel throughout
the continent.
Dr. Shackelford said a limited number of
spaces remain open _for the, 1986 summer
session. Further information and reser. vations maybe obtained,.by writing Sta. A,
BeX:939;'1Qf;;by;"pbQning '26&.6!6L,,-#<xt,~M8.
HARDINGJJNIV~

•

Shortwave Communications System
Erected 'On Ezell Bible Building
A donation of amateur or "ham" radio
equipment has given the Harding University
Bible Department the potential of instantaneous
communication
with
missionaries and students around the world.
The radio system, consisting of a tran.smitter, a receiver, a linier amplifier and a
host of related equipment has been placed
in Harding's Missions Laboratory which is
housed in the Ezell Bible Building. "On air"
capabilities were achieved Saturday, Jan.
II, with the construction and placement of
an antenna atop the building.
"The primary emphasis in use of the
system will be two-fold," said Bill Ryan, an
associate professor of business. and avid
amateur radio operator, who will oversee the
operation of the system.
"First." Ryan explained, "we wiJI seek to
train missionaries. missions students and
other interested students so they can get
thei!" amateur radio license. Secondly, we ·
hope to set up a communication link to
missionaries around the world."
Other areas of benefit, Ryan indicated,
will be to let students transmit greetings
home, to provide emergency communications for the community in the event
of a natural disaster. and to provide an
element of "just pure fun" through talking
to people around the world.

The system may also be used to communicate with students and faculty at the
Harding University-Florence (Italy) campus
and with the Harding School of Biblical
Studies in Nassau. Bahamas. How the radio
may be used in those regards may be
limited. however. by either United States
law or laws of the other nations.
Ryan explained that some nations have
regulations prohibiting anyone without a
license to transmit messages, even if a
licensed 'operator is controlling the
equipment. In such a situation a nonlicensed person would need to have his
message conveyed by a licensed operator.
Also. Ryan said this form of radio is
intended for personal transmissions and is
not to be used for business purposes.
"This is not to replace or take over the
commercial aspect of telephones." Ryan
explained. "For business purposes the radio
cannot be used in place of other forms of
communication."
Presently, Allen Isom, acting chairman of
the Bible Department, is seeking to gather a
directory of missionaries and other
Christians who operate amateur radio
stations. Licensed operators who are interested in the project can send their name.
address and call letters and numbers to
Isom at Harding Box 939.

Variety of Classes Offered In Summer
Efforts to have 1,000 students in summer
sessions during the various offerings of the
1986 program have intensified with plans
for Intersession, two five-week programs
and Summer's End session set for May
through mid-August.
The mini-course of Intersession, when
students may earn up to four hours of credit
in the 13-day period of study, has been set
for M~y 12-28.
Five-week sessions will be held June 9July 11 and July 14-Aug. IS, with students
having opportunity to earn seven hours of
credit per session during this time.

ON THE CO VER: Space Shuttle pilot John
Creighton spoke as a part of the American
Studies Lecture Series in January to a
capacity crowd of students. faculty and
Searcy residents. Creighton 'presented a
slide program with running commentary
about the space .flights. discussing the
history and future plans of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) program. Creighton served as the
Commander of the Discovery mission last
summer and is currently deputy manager
for operations for the Space Shuttle
program.
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Summer's End session will take place July
28-Aug. 13, leaving two days for students to
study and complete finals for the second
five-week session. Four hours of credit may
be earned during this session.
"Summer school is an excellent time to
take classes in consideration with financial
planning and time involved," said Dr. Larry
Long, coordinator. "We are glad to have
these classes available to assist both
currently enrolled students and those who
have been out of college for a while in
completing or advancing their education.
A full schedule of classes may be obtained
by writing Dr. Long at Box 898 for further
details.

HELPING HANDS -Junio,. George Exum Q(Oglethorpe. Ga., and Dr. Bill Ryan. associate
pro(essor o( business. assist with the installation of the Bible Department's radio commUflicatio/z equipment.
(photo by Glynn Duhon)

Annual VO.u th Citizen's hip Seminar
Schedules Top Line Of Speakers
The 30th Annual Youth Citizenship
Seminar is being planned for June 15-21,
and will be sponsored by Civitan International, Arkansas and Tennessee Farm
Bureau and the University's American
Studies Program.
,
Several hundred high,school juniors and
seniors will spend .a week on the Harding
campus to learn more about American
democracy. free enterprise and Christianity,
In past years, the students have come from
Arkansas, Georgia, Alabama, Florida and
Tennessee to attend the seminar.
Dr. Bob Reely, director of tt:!e Center for
Management Excellence 'and assistant director of the program, said he considers
the seminars to have a twofold purpose: the
program educates them in the country~s
heritage and goals and encourages them to
take active roles as citizens and leaders in

the future.
Individual clubs sponsor the visiting
students who will hear speakers including
Oddvar Berg. former missionary in the
Belgian Congo; Col. Joseph E. Hickox,
former attache to the U.S. Embassy in
Moscow; Charles Plumb, former prisoner of
war in Vietnam; June Collier, chief
executive officer of National Industries in
Montgomery. Ala., and Eldridge Cleaver,
former Black Panther leader.
Harding President Clifton Ganus and Dr.
Don Diffine, director of the Belden Center
for Private Enterprise Education, will also
have a part on the program.
On the final day of the seminar, students
will be given opportunity to display their
talents or make pregentations of what they
have learned during the week at a formal
banquet.

Elderhostel. Sessions Sponsored For Summ,e r
The University will sponsor its Fifth
Annual Elderhostel Program this summer
by offering two sessions June 22-28 and June
29-July 5, according to Dr. Jimmy Carr,
coord inator.
The Elderhostel program is for those 60
years of age and over to enroll in courses
strictly for the opportunity to learn. There
are no examinations, no grades, and no
homework for Elderhostelers, only interest
fun and sharing.
Courses for the first session will include
"Utopian Communities of the 19th Century," taught by Ray Muncy, chairman 'of
the Department of History and Social
Science; "Indian Leadership West of the
Mississippi" with Virgil Lawyer, professor
of history, and "Memorabilia from Nature's
Attic," instructed by Bill Rushton, professor
of biology.
The second session course schedule includes "Memorabilia from Nature's Attic"
with Rushton; "The "The Life of Christ,"
taught by Neale Pryor, chairman of the
Department of Bible and vice president for
academic affairs, and "Painting" (oil or
acrylic) with Don Robinson, chairman of the
Department of Art.

Hard ing's Elderhostel program can
accommodate a maximum of 40 studentS
for each of the 1986 sessions. Participants
wi\1 be housed in the American Heritage
Center with private baths, dining and
meeting rooms available.

For more information write the
Elderhostel Program, Box 1224, Station A,
Harding University, Searcy. Ark. ' 72143.
Harding is one of seven universities in the
state of Arkansas participating in the
Elderhostel summer programs.

Campus Calendat
Melissa Bracher Art Show ...... .. ................. . . .... . . . . , . ... .' . ' .' : ., . . .. Feb. 2
Bison Basketball vs. Arkansas College. , ................ ... ... ...
; . '. . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 3
",JI,. II.
Lady Bison Basketball vs. Univ. of Ark. - Pine Bluff .. . . .... .. ....r.. . .,. _....... Feb. 4
American Studies Speaker: Clarence Pendleton .... . . . . .... .... . . :' .. .. .:: : ., . . . .. Feb. 6
Bison Basketbal1 vs. Arkansas Tech .................. . "'. ' ... . . . _.' . .. , . .: : .•, .. Feb. 10
Lady Bison Basketball vs. Arkansas Tech .............. .. ... . : . .. _.. .. .. .. .... Feb~ 11
Jim Grady Art Show ............................................. " . . . . . . .. Feb. 17
Bison Basketball vs. Henderson State Univ: ......... .. :, ' ...... .. ... . .. . .. . .... Feb. 17
American Studies Speaker: Thomas Peters ........... . .......... ' .' . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 18
Lady Bison Basketball vs. Ouachita Baptist Univ. . ............... : " ... ::: . . . . .. Feb. 18
Bison Basketball vs. ,aendrix College ................ . ........ ', ' ...... ~ : : . . .. Feb.20
White County Art Exhibit .............. _................ _... ': : . '... ' ~~.. ' . ..... Mar. 2
Spring
Band Tour ...............................
.. ..................
_. . .. Mar .. 7,
•
•
11
I'
SprIng Recess ............................... ; .... . .................. . . Mar. 8-16
Supervised Teaching Begins .......... '......................•.. :. "',' . , . . . . .. Mar. 10
Concert Band Performance ............ _.............. ',' ... . ......... .. ... Mar. 18
Desiree Mueller Art Show ......... , ......... _......... . ..... , .. .. ..... __ . . M·at'. ~
Youth Forum/Spring Sing Wee~end ... _............... , . . ... . ', ' . .. ... , . . Mar. 2~~ ~
Harding Permanent Collection Art Show ........ ; .... . ..... . _..... : . . . . ': . . .. Mar. JO
~
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Brew'er:'Awarded DOCtor'ate
received the degree in ceremo.nies Dec. 15 at
the University o.f MisSo.uri in Co.lumbia.'
A 1970 graduate o.f Harding, Brewer also.
ho.lds the Master o.f Science fro.m East Texas
State University. He jo.ined the faculty in
1973.
Brewer's dissertatio.n was written o.n
"Sentence Co.mbining in the Writing
Wo.rksho.p: A Student o.f the Effects o.f Two.'
Methods o.n the Writing Quality ~nd
, Writing Apprehensio.n o.f CQllege Fresh'm en."
He ho.lds memberships in the Natio.nal
Co.uncil ofTeacbers of English, the English
Educatio.n CQun<;il, :and' Sigma Tau 'Delta
Natio.nal English SoCiety. "
,The Memph'is/. native is IlUirried to. the
former Grace Stt:oup ::Qf So.merville~. Tenn.
Tl1ey have two. children, Rachel and Josh.
'~ family resides o.n Rt. 5; Searcy. ,

RQdgl!r Brewer
Rodger L. Brewer, an' assistant pro.fessor
o.f English, co.mpleted requirementS fo.r the
Docto.r o.f PhiloSOphy in Educatio.n and

, in laSt spring's co.mmencement: Brewer,
,alo.ng with Dr. Dean Priest and Dr. Wilt
Marlin, received the Distinguished Teacher
'award fo.r 1984-85.

\:A Capp~lIa Visits Beloved'SOngwrit~r
"WQrthy '(Jf"P'iais~/' the A Cappella ,;; ~eeing and heat-itig andwlio is c6nfined to. a
ChQrus album, .gain~ new meaning fo.r the " wheelchair. "Yo.u sang that Qne t()() fast,"
the alert Mr. TeddUe anno.unced. ··It sho.uld
Cho.rus members and Dr. Kenneth Davis
go like th~" With that h.e pOsitioned his
Jr. during a shc>rf .,un,in January to. Hillto.p
arms and began singing and directing the
I;faven'in Gunter~ TelliS. where 1oo-year-Qld
students.
Tillit S. Teddlie Fe$ides.
"Of course we aU jQined in," Davis saiCi.
'the group. returning fro.m the 20th
"and it was a thruting moment for us all. It
annual Christian Co.llege ChQral Festival in
was,c.ertaiDly an expe~ce net,many: folks
Lubbock. made a stop in Gunter to. visn'
have. and l'm glad our students CQuld share
songwriter Teddlie, who.se CQm~itio.ns
in it. "
were used in the teeord album released by
Davis said the singers gathered, round
the Harding si~gers in 1984. Many o.ther Qf
him lovinglY as lTe :signed autographs.
Mr. Teddlie's so.ngs are familiar hymns used
Members of the Gunter Chun;h of Christ
in churches around tbe wo.r1d.
provided lunoh fo.r the Cho.rus at the visit.
Director Davis led the cho.rus in several
Mr. and ., Mrs. Pete Teddlie o.f Dallas were
n,umbers before being interrupted by the
also. present for tbe presentatiolls.
co.mposer, who. has difficulty with bQth
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GOOD NEWS - Members ~f the newly formed a' cappella singing group. "Good News
Sin!{ers" rehearse for appearances at youth rallies and other church events.

,~'Good.- News

Singe,rs" Organized

A new singing group called "GQod News
Singers," made up Qf a mixed' do.uble
.guaJiet. ~ Aas ~een fQrmed to. sing at high
,''School yo.uth rallies and fo.r o.ther church
gro.ups.,
, The grQUP was Qrganized by Dr. Allan
ISQm. assi~tant chainnan of the Bible
department, fo.r the purpo.se Qf co.mmunicating thr~u-ghreligious ni~sic. ';Good
News Singers will CQncentrate Qn hymns and
gospel rilUsic,'· Iso.m said, "and the gro.up is
ready fo.r bo.o.kings."

F I L E

Lynn England
Lynn A. England - Assistant Professor of Home Economics, B.S. (1960) Harding University; M.A. (1966) University of Mississippi
Say "Delight, Arkansas" and many folks
think Qf singer Glen Campbell. But as far as
Harding is co.ncerned, ano.ther native o.f the
small to.wn in So.uthwest Arkansas is giving
thl;: .ho.me territo~ go.odreaso.n to brag.
Lynn Alexander Engiand is an assistant
professo.r of home econQmics whQse talents
and energies have been valuable to the
Harding family fo.~ many years.
Being a part of Harding came naturally,
ho.wever. Her father, Flano.y Alexander, was
aPPo.inted to. the Board o.f Trustees in 1953.
Her grandfather, the late J. A. Copeland,
was a well-kno.wn pio.neer preacher o.f the
go.spel in the early 1900's. Many o.f his
children and grandchildren ("I dQn't even
knQw the , number," she says) attended
Harding, including Lynn's two. bro.thers,
WaJlace and H'arQld. "Arid the number
cQntinues to. grow; so1}ici. 'art here nQw,"
she no.tes.
': • '
The impeccably neat, softsPo.ken I,-ynn
jQined the Academy ho.me econo.mics faculty
soon after she graduated in 1960. While
living in the home management hQuse that
fall, she met a newco.mer to. the cQllege

faculty
Do.n England, no.w a
Distinguished Professor o.f Chemistry. The
'chemistry' between the two resulted in
their cQurtship and marriage in
December 1961.
The couple went to. graduate scho.o.l in
Mississippi, with Lynn receiving her
master's. Upon returning, she taught o.ne
year in the co.llege before the arrival of
Donna, and Mark jQined two. years later.
Dliring those years, she was busy with
Harding aCtivities, serving in 1973 as edito.r
o.f Filvonte Recipes From Associated
Women For Harding, Volume II. the
popular CQo.kbo.o.k o.f the wo.men's group.
She returned to. part-time teaching in the
spring Qf 1977, and has gradually added
CQurse upon co.urse till she has a full
schedule of classes, which includes CQurSes
in hQusing, foods and family relatio.ns. Of
particular interest to her is the area o.f
interio.r design, which is a rapidly gro.wing
area o.f the growing department.
With the likes Qf Lynn England,
"Delight" and Harding's "delight" will
continue to. ring a positive note.

Pqe4

The eight selected following auditio.ns by
48 vQlunteers include Joanna Pearce o.f
Greenfield, Mo..; and Alicia Music Qf
Grapevine, Texas, SQpranQS; Maria
Reynolds Qf Dayton, Ohio., and Laura
DavidsQn Qf JUdsonia, Ark., altos; Chuck
CQmbs of Carthage, Mo.., and Steve Po.wers
of PQtt;aQ, Okla., tenors; ant'). ~i"'~ ~
~ersQn of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.. and Stan
Beck o.f Rockville. Md., basses.
"These are some ofthe finest students we
have o.n o.ur campus," Isom said of the
cho.ices. '~I believe they will be able to. teach
o.thers the Go.spel thro.ugh their singing and
thro.ugh their lives."
Two. o.ther student music groups, "The
Time of Day" and "Belles and Beaux,"
travel for the University but their music isno.t limited to the religiQus catego.ry.
Iso.m said scheduling will be handled
thro.ugh his o.ffice and inquiries may be
made to. Bo.X 939 at the University Qr by
pho.ning 268-6161, ext. 448 fo.r mo.re infonnatio.n.
Soon after the gro.up was fo.rmed,
requests fo.r appearances were being
received, Isom said. Since all are full-time
students, there will be Iimitatio.ns in
scheduling, he added, and said that gro.UPS
wishing to. schedule the singers sho.uld make
plans as far in advance as Po.ssible to. aVQid
conflicts.

Enrollment
Drops Slightly
Spring semester enrQllment dipped fro.m
last fall's tQP of 2,772, with administratio.n
o.fficials expecting approximately 2,600 fo.r
the curre!!t term, slightly higher than the
spring 1985 tally.
The registratio.n deadline had nQt arrived
at presstime, but more than 2,550 had
started classes and appro.ximately 60 mQre
were expected at the first sessiQns o.f
graduate study. Graduate students no.rmally
enro.lI at the first class meeting.
Spring enro.llments are traditio.nally less
than fo.r fall. partly due to. the 136 who.
received degrees in December graduation.
HARDING UNIVERSITY
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Ohio Valley, HarrisoilHigh ~hC)OIWin' Business Games
Ohio Valley College and Harrison High
School (Ark.) captured top honors in their
respective divisions at the third annual
Harding-Lomanco Invitational Business
Games.
The competition is a simulation of actual
business situations for which each five-or
six-memQg_team - makes decisions. Each
teartfdecision sets the production schedule,
salaries, inventory, etc. of a fictitious
manufacturing company. At the end of the
games, each team has made the equivalent
of two years of quarterly decisions.
Louver Manufacturing
Company
(LOMAN CO) of Jacksonville, Ark. provides
financial and technical support for the
business games. This year Lomanco even
provided information from its own
operating history so the participants could
make decisions about situations which
actually occurred.
The business games consisted of a series
of decisions, which were phoned in to
ij:;lrding's School of Business over a threero6ltth period.
The results were announced at a banquet
by David Johnson. coordinator and director
of the games. Paul Belden. president of
Lomanco, also spoke to the banquet
audience.
The~e , werethr~ hjgh school divis\ons, or
industries. and 'on~ junior college:' jjjdu~t~;
in which awards were . given. An oyerall
winner was also named ' in t he' high' school

division; which was Harrison High School.
Complete results were as follows (in
consecutive order from first place on):
Industry I (junior colleges): Ohio yalIey
College. Michigan Christian College team one, North Arkansas Community
College (Harrison), MCC - team two.
Industry II (high school): West Memphis
(Ark.) Christian School, Nashville (Tenn.)
Christian School, Madison Academy
(Huntsville, Ala.).
Industry III: Ouachita Christian School
(Monroe, La.), Boyd-Buchanan School
(Ch~ttanooga, Tenn.), Searcy (Ark.) High
School.
Industry IV: Harrison High School,
Harding Academy of Searcy, Mars Hill
Bible School (Florence, Ala.).
Other participants were Bald Knob (Ark.)
High School, Living Word Academy
(Oklahoma City), Christian Academy of
Greater St; Louis and Luckett Christian
Academy (Warten, Mich.).
The teams come to the Harding campus
10 make _a , fiJla], 4~isiOn ,' l/.tidjo give a
presentation before Ii panel or' judges. Each
team makes a professionalpreseritation
with charts, graphs. or other visual~ . and
explains the strategy behiJ;ld 1he' decisions
that were made. The teams seek to show
" ~~p-' ho~, ~~~-jheir,~eomPaRy ,.~,id. ~Pd. that

~tbCyknow Wriy. ·The

HIGH S~HOOL WINN.ERS- Memb~ry .of the Harrison High SchOQl h.Jl3.ine.ss team stand
;..lith Palilli~/den Var l~ffl and President Clifton Ganus (far right) "ajter bei~ named ihe
ollf!ral! .high s.choo( ~in"er at the concLu~if»a ~fthe Harding-Lomanco bu#rres$ games.

wmnet'S 'hi pre~tltation

and
in' indu,stry.results,are
awarded plaques
.' . ,'
,'
. . • ,: ,-:
' '. . ' '. -!"i f i"' :
.
at the award.s banquet.
' . , ..
~

~

~.\ "

Mike James (comri\Uni~~tion) was o!,e of five select.ed rrom 260 cOJlUllunication graduates
df Arkansas State University's School of Journalism inducted into Kap pa Tau Delta N.ational Honorary Journalism Society. James and Lou Butterfield (communication) escorted
40 mass communications majors on a field trip to Channel 7, KA TV, and Channel II,
KHTV to tour their facilities. Sl~phen Baber (math and computer science) sponsored a team
of five students at the Regional Programming Contest held in Houston, Texas in November.
Neale Pryor (Bible) spoke at the Lubbock Christian College Lectureship in October.
Mike Plummer (biology) recently published "Demography of green snakes, (Opheodrys
aestivus)" in Herpelologica; it was the lead article for the December issue. Alvin Fowle,
(development) attended the fall meeting of the National Meeting of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants Tax- Division in Scottsdale, Ariz. Russell Showalter
(finance) has been selected to serve as vice-president of the North Arkansas Personnel
Managers Association for 1986.
Ed Sanders (Bible) has been re-elected as president of the Arkansas Genealogical Society
and he and his wife Evelyn will lead one of three International Campaign groups to Sydney,
Australia. Stan Green (public rdations) served as media and statistical coordinator at the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Division I football national championship
in December. All members of the Art Department faculty are participating in a statewide exhibit of colleges to be held in Little Rock.
Betty Ulrey (English) spoke at Bald Knob High School to the Future Business Leaders of
America chapter on "Public Relations-What Is It?'~ Mrs . Ulrey and her husband Evan Ulrey
(communication) attended the National Convention for the Public Relations Society of
America in Detroit, Mich. Betsy Talboll (junior) attended the Public Relations Student
Society of Amt:rica also in Detroit. Suzanne Spurrier (library) was initiated into Beta Phi
Mu, honorary society for superior academic achievement in library and information
sciences. Ed Wbile, Larry Long, and Alice Jewell (English) attended the meeting of the
. Southcentral Modern Language Association in Tulsa, Okla., in November.
Loleta Higginbotham (home economics) served as a judge in the Farm Bureau 1985 Sew
With Cotton State Contest held in Hot Springs, Ark. The home economics fashion.merchandising class toured two apparel manufacturing companies. Ricbard King, Sr. (Bible) attended the Society of Biblical Literature convnetion in ~naheim, Calif. and spoke for the
Clarksville, Tenn., College Retreat. DOD Robinson (art) attended the Southeast College Art
Conference in New Orleans, La. Paul Pitt (art) attended a ceramics workshop at the Arkansas Arts Center in Little Rock.
Ed Wilson (chemistry) attended a course in Liquid Chromatography at the Waters Plant
in Milford, Mass. The analytical chemistry class attended a seminar in Little Rock, Ark ., en~
titled Understanding HPLC Packings and Columns for Successful Methods Development.
Byron Rowan (finance) was selected president of th.e Arkansas Association of College and
University Business Officers for 1986.
.
Durward McGaha (admissions) wilt attend the College Board Regional Workshop, the
ACT "rnidstate" Workshop and The Southern Association of College Registrars and Admissions Officers annual meeting. Travis Thompson (math and computer science) pre.sented
a workshop titled "Let's Rethink Basic Mathematics" at the mitjonal meeting of. the
American Mathematical Association of Two Year Colleges in Memphis, Tenn ;

JUNIOR COLLEGE WINNER - The Ohio Valley College business team srands with Paul
Be/dell (far left) and President Ganus after awards ceremonies when they were n!lmed overall
illllior college winners.
.
.--------------------------------~~----~

SPRING SING TICKETS '"
Please send

tl
(I

tickets. Total remittance enclosed $,____ _ _

1
1
1
1
1
1
:1
1

Name
Address
City _ .-:._ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _State

Zip._ __

Phone ~------------------------

Please enclose remittance with order. Thank you!
(Tickets will be mailed after Jan. 30. Orders received after March IS will ~e at the
T icket booth in the George s. ~,nson Auditorium for piCKUP upon arrival :)
List order of preference in case seating on p~eferred date is unava,llable. Number 1
•throughA.
Thur~. , March 27 (7 :00 p.m.) Tickets $4.50 each
Fri. MarCh 28 (7:PO p.m.) Tickets;$S.50 each
Sat., March t9 (3:00 p.m.) Tickets "5.50 each
Sat., March 29 (7:00 p.~.) Tickets $~.5O each
.
.
Spriag Sing tickets are $4.50 each for Tbll!SdaY aDd SS.50 eath ,for F.rI~Y or Saturday performances. Tklkets IIIJIY' be obta.iaed by sending reml~ and ~
adClresseCi stamped envelope 10 Spring Sing '86, Box U14, u.nltng University SearCY', Ark-ansas 72143. (No pbooe orclers please.)
,
No refu,4S. ,AD purchases fioal.
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DtII·id Berberial/ alld Debbie Blam pied

NASA Tragedy Touches Students
By Sherry SIIOW
P'lllled hI' fll'rmissioll ~( Ihl' Daily Citizen

When Christa McAuliffe, the 37-year-old
New Hampshire school teacher, died in the
explosion of the space shuttle Challenger
Tuesday mornIng. she took with her the
dreams, respect and pride of thousands of
students nationwide. Some were students
she had known and taught. but many more
were the students of other teachers who so
admired McAuliffe that she became a
symbol to them. and in turn, to their
students - a symbol of all that is good in
education.
Two Harding University freshmen from
Co!)cord. N.H .. had a personal stake in the
shuttle tragedy. They were former students
of McAuliffe's, and in an interview with the
Cili=l'II tried to sort through this very
emotional .time.
"I have a plaqu~ tn my room that she gave
to me after we had the big parade for her.
The plaque says. 'Let your future be limited
only by your dreams.' and is signed by her,"
Debbie Blampied said. Blampied is petite
and dark-haired, with eyes that are sad and
hurt on this third day after the shuttle
explosion. She looks to David Berberian,
also a former student of McAuliffe's, for
comfort.
Berberian said, "So many times I wanted
to get up in front of chapel (a period when
the students all gather for several minutes of
Bible study daily) and tell everyone, "She
(McAuliffe) was my teacher!' I was so proud
of her and what she had accomplished."
Both described McAuliffe as an excellent
teacher. Blainpied had her for English, and
Berberian. for American Foreign Policy.
They said she w:as strict but fair, "never
mean" in the classroom.
Berberian said he had her his sophomore
year, and "I got along with her hetter in the
halls and after I'd had my first class with '
her. My best friend and I were in her class,

and she wouldn't put up with nonsense from
us, although we tried her."
Blampied said she was friends with
McAuliffe outside of school, as well as in
school. Her family and McAuliffe's both
belonged to the Country Club, and would
see each other there.
Blampied said she was in class when she
learned of the shuttle disaster, and was
unbelieving at first. then started crying.
Berberian was in the library typing.
Blampied said she went to find Berberian
and together they went to the student union
to watch. on television the replay of the
explosion. all the while thinking, "If I
haven't seen it, maybe it hasn't happened."
Berberian is very .protective Of Blampied.
and reaches to put" his hand on hers.
He is upset with' the news media and
much of the coverage ofthe explosion. "She
was more than just a teacher going op into
space, and all the talk of no more ciVilians
being allowed to go (on shuttle trips) makes
me angry. Having known Mrs. McAuliffe, I
know she would go again if she it to do over.
All the talk now abol,lt putting robots
aboard would anger her. ,
"The civilian aboard didn't make this
happen. As far as no more civilians being
allowed to go aboard, a civilian's life is no
more important than anyone el,se's life.
"Only twice (so far) on news accounts on
television have I seen background on people
other than Mrs. McAuliffe's. They (the news
media) have concentrated so much on her.
Right after the explosion, her family (her
parents) was focused on. Why couldn't they
leave them alone at a time like that? Some
of the footage (of the immediate aftermath
of McAuliffe's family's reaction when they
realized what had happened) was lost on the
film, and Tom Brokaw (anchor for NBC)
remarked that.'maybe that was for the best.'
He earned my undying gratitude for saying
that," Berberian said.

European Tour Postponed Until1987
The European Tour for Harding
University Alumni and Friends that was
scheduled for April 3O-May 19 has been
postponed until 1987, according to Dr.
Jimmy Carr, coordinator.
"Due to a number of considerations,
including that we began organizing the tour
late so publicity time was too short, we have
decided to delay this tour until next year."
said Carr. "Everyone who had responded
has been contacted about the time change."
Carr also said, "The two previous
European tours were very successful and we
are looking forward with much anticipation
to ' the one next /year..': . .
::~ The possibility of traveliing in Europe by
\.' '> .

..

'

bus rather than by train as in the past will
be researched this summer by Dr. Don
Shackelford, director of Harding University
in Florence.
Other Alumni and Friends tours are
being considered, according to David
Crouch, director of alumni relations.
"Inquiries have been coming in regarding
the tours as well as suggestions on places to
visit," said Crouch. A tour to Alaska is
being considered for late this summer.
For information or suggestions about
Alumni and Friends tours, please write to
t~e Alumni Association, Box 768, Harding
University, Searcy, Ark. 72143.

The biennial and unique 13-in-1 Bible
Workshop will take place on the Harding
University campus July 28-31, 1986, according to Eddie Cloer, workshops coordinator.
Each of the 13 workshops, held
simultaneously, provides concentrated
Christian training in the partiCUlar subject
area. The training is provided by a variety of
Christian teachers, leaders and preachers
recognized for their expertise in the areas
covered.
"The 13-in-1 Workshop program is
unique in our brotherhood," said Cloer.
"There is nothing like it; there is no other
program which provides this quality of
training in so many areas. And that's our
goal- to give a large number of Christians,
who have varied interests, in-depth training

in a specific area of Christian service."
Each of the 13 workshops gives practical
training in an area of .concern to contemporary American Christians. The titles
of the workshops are: The Christian Home;
Educational Work of the Church ;
Stewardship ;
Time
and
Stress
Management; Mental Health; Preaching;
Overseeing The Church; Evangelism; Youth
Ministry; Teaching Children; The Christian
Woman; Counseling; and Personal Bible
Study.
About 5,000 attended the last 13-in-1
Workshop in 1984. Just as many are expected for the 1986 program. More information may be obtained by writing Edd ie
Cloer at: Harding University Bible
Department, Box 939, Station A, Searcy,
Ark. 72143.

GRAND PERFORMANCE - Jeff Hopper, associate professor of music, presented a recital
with the Music Department's new grand piano in January.

Music Department Adds Grand Piano
A new seven-foot grand piano has been
added to the music department and the
instrument was inaugurated with a recital
by Laura White and Dr. Arthur Shearin.
White, a senior music major, and
Shearin, associate professor of music, were
accompanied by Mrs. Neva White, assistant
professor of piano, on the German-made
Forster piano.

"This piano represents not only a fine
addition to our department," Chairman
Kenneth Davis Jr. said, "but it also opens a
new dimension in that department recitals
and concerts can now be given in the
Heritage auditorium."
Miss White sang Robert Schumann's
Frauenliebe und Leben (Woman's Love and
Life) and Shearin sang Peter Cornelius's
Christmas Songs.

Two Selected for Shirley Scholarships
Two seniors, David Asbill and Kirk
'McCrary, have been selected to receive the
Dewey
Shirley
newly established
Scholarship for the spring semester.
The scholarship was started by Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Shirley of EI Dorado, Ark., to
provide grants for students majoring in
Bible or missions at the University.
Recipients must be a junior or senior and
meet all academic standards of Harding,
and who have been recommended by the
chairman of the Bible Department.
Applicants will also be considered in the
areas of scholarship, demonstrated
capability, potential for future services as a
minister or missionary and financial, need.
"We are extremely pleased to make this
grant available," President Clifton L. Ganus
said. "This represents a most unselfish and
sharing gift from this caring family who has
choSen to help young people."
The Shirleys are parents ofthe l~te Dewey

Asbill

McCrary

Shirley, a Searcy chiropractor.
Asbill, a .Bible major, is the son of Mrs.
Joy Asbill of Magnolia; McCrary, majoring
in Biblical languages, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Emmet McCrary of Fountain Valley,
Calif.
The Shirley Fund may be supplemented
through contributions or memorials and all
receipts will be added to the scholarship.
Gifts may be sent to the University
Relations Office, Sta. A, Box 941.
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reside at R~te, 2, Box 318, McKinney,
1S069.

ALUMNOTES
CLASS OF 1928
L. O. Sanderson (BA) received an award
from the Gospel Advocate Company for
service as music editor since 1933. He
continues to serve as associate as associate
minister for the Wood dale Church of Christ
and is still music editor of the Gospel
Advocate Company. He resides at 34%
Boxdale. Memphis, Tenn. 38118.

CLASS OF 1929

the 15th and Crawford Streets church in Ft.
Scott. His address is 1415 South Crawford,
Ft. Scott. 66701.

J. C. Roe (BA) is the manager of quality
assurance engineering for Ethicon, a
division of Johnson and Johnson Company.
His wife. Mary. teaches fourth ,g rade 'at
McGill E lementary SchQOI in San Angelo . .
Texas. T he couple has six child ren and
resides at 2472 Oxford Street, San Angelo,
76904.

CLASS OF 1942'

Dr. Richard E. Burt (BS) is a dentist in
Richardson, Texas. He and his wife, Jan,
have a son, Brad, and a daughter, Barbara.
The Burts reside at 5809 Club Oaks, Dallas,
75248.

, Lucille Wall Sparkman (BS) retired June
11, 1985 from 38 years of teaching in Crystal
River, Fla. She moved to Russellville Ark.,
June 14. She resides at 1103 South Detroit
Avenue, Russellville, 72891.

CLASS OF 1949

CLASS OF 1957
Herman C. Alexander (BA) is an instructor at Preston Road School of
Preaching, Dallas, Texas. His wife, the
former Rosann Harrell ('60) is owner and
manager of Avion Travel International.
They live at 187 Coventry Village, 1821 Eas~
Grauwyler, Irving, 75061.

CLASS OF 1959
Thurman Alexander is self-employed in
McKinney, Texas. He and his wife, Ruby,

Jule Miller (BA) is president of Gospel
Services Inc. which produces Jule Miller
slides and filmstrips. He is an elder at
Southeast Church of Christ, Houston,
Texas. He presents weekend soul-winning
workshops for churches all over the
brotherhood. He is married to the former
Judy Hogan ('SO) who has two books
published: Cups Running Over and Seasons
of the Heart. The Millers have fen children
and live at 2103 North Memorial Court,
Pasadena. Texas 77502.

CLASS OF 1950
Wena'ell R. Kimbrough is the postmaster
at Pocahontas. Ark. He and his wife, Erma
Lee, have two daughter and their address is
P.O. Box 481. Pocahontas, 72455-0481.

CLASS OF 1951
Marilyn Hawley Schneider (BA) is library
coordinator of the Mason County
Genealogical Society. She is also an artist
who does oil paintings of local scenes. Her
husband. Chester, is retired. They reside at
7140 West Dahlke Street. Ludington. Mich.
49431.

Bob Taylor (MRE) serves as minister for
the church in Nevada, Mo. They reside at
Route 1, Box 14A, Nevada. 64772.

CLASS OF 1961
Jane Gennings Biard is employed as
bookkeeper at Batesville Guard. Batesville.
Ark. She has a son, Joseph Christopher. and
lives at 175 East Mark, Batesville, 72S01.

Frank Kitchens (BA) has retired from
teaching in the public schools near
Lawrence, Kan. and serves as minister for

HARDING UNIVERSITY

CLASS OF 1965
Sharon Shipman Dearin is a licensed
secretary with the American Family Insurance Company. Ames. Iowa. Her
husband. Dr. Ray Dearin (BA '63) is
professor of speech communication at Iowa
State University. The couple lives with their
two children at 1000 Kennedy. Ames.
50010.

CLASS OF 1966,
CLASS OF 1962
Dwight O. Thompson (BA) teaches health
and physical education at Shawnee High
School, Medford, N.J. He is married to the
former Mary Lea Northcut ('63) who is
coordinator/teacher for the gifted and
talented. Hammonton, N.J.

CLASS OF 1963
Les' t;{isner (BS) was., fecently appointed
direct()r of planning ~nd inte~cQmp~ny
reJations for Kruger Inc.. a publishing
company with corpotate headquarters in
Scottsd ale. Ariz. He is married to the former
Peggy Middleton ('68). The couple lives at
4831 East Pershing. Scottsdale. 85254.

WANTED:

Bryan A. Hale received a promotion to
program administrator for all the adult
psychiatric services at Lakeside Hospital in
Memphis. Tenn. His address is P.O. Box
28291. Memphis . 38128.

... **

Jerry Franklin Tate (BA) holds the M.S.
degree and the Ed .D. degree and serves as
chairman of the department of
mathematics. San Jacinto College. Houston.
Texas. Tate resides at 11530 Sagevalley
Drive. Houston. 17089.

CLASS OF 1967
Jim Anderson (BA) and his wife. Kathy.
and their three daughters have recently
moved to Tulsa. Okla.. where Jim has
opened The Center For Gr9wth. a counseling center dedicated to serving Christian
people. Their mailing address is 5404 South
Memorial. Tulsa. 74145.

... **

Jimmy E. Paul (BA) is employed with
Redman Industries Inc. as tax manager. He
is married to the former Beth Starling (BA)
who is a homemaker. The couple resides
with their two children. Holly and Joshua. at
625 Thad. Irving. Texas 75061.

PR'O SPEC.TIVE
STtJDENTS

*"'*

If you know of high school students in your area
that you think would be interested in attending Harding UniversitY, the Admissions Office would like to
hear from you. Our efficient, energetic, and courteous
staff will follow up your lead and provide students with
up-to-date information about fin~ncial aid,classes,
housing ~nd the applicaiton process. Help us continue
to tell students why "It's Great To Be AT Harding!"
Write to: Admissions Office, Harding University, Box
762, Searcy, Ark. 72143.

Joyce Henderson Owens works as a
receptionist and switchboard operator at
Hobbs Equipment Company in Nashville_.
Tenn. At nights and weekends she works as
a saleslady in children's we'ar at Burlington
Coat Factory. She and her three children;
Karen. Deborah and Melissa. live at 830
Glastonbury Road. Apt. 722. Nashville;
37217.

***
Alfred Moore (BA) is chief of police.
Klein I.S.D. Police Department. Klein;
. Texas. He serves as pre$ident of the Texlls,'
Association of School Security Directory.
Moore resides at S06 Percival. Tomball.
Texas 77375.
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CLASS OF 1952

H. E. "Gene" Conner (BA) is a substitute
teacher for the public school system . Grand
Prairie. Texas. His wife. Nancy. teaches at
Christian Academy. Inc. The couple has
three children and live at 1613 Kingston
Drive. Grand Prairie. 75051.

CLASS OF 1953

CLASS OF 1956

CLASS OF 1947

Marilyn Dodd Bradford (BA) lives in
Rutherford. Tenn. She is married to
Thomas Bradford. The family's address is
Box 271, Rutherford, 38369.

CLASS OF 1960

Cam pie Dodd Baccus is a retired teacher
from the Knox County School System. She
lives at 1000 Graybar Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
37204.

Ann French Bentley (BS) is a homemaker,
Her ~usband, Virgil (BA'43) is minister to
the aging at Christian Care Centers Inc.
They reside at 10715 Wyatt, Dallas, Texas
75218.

CLASS,OF·1964

.........

Freshman or Transfer
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Birthday

Please dup/icgteas needed for additional addresses.

- ,.-'"

Donnie Cox (BA) is employed at Northwestern State University where he is the
assistant head football coach and offensive,
coordinator. He resides with his two
daughters. Julie and Christie. 801 Parkway
Drive. Natchitoches .. La. 7l457.

.......

.

Mary K. Walker (BA) has taught junior
high school physical edusattoh for 1'8 ye~rS'.'
.

.
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CLASS OF 1969
Dr, Kenneth Hobby (BA) is the clinical
su pervisor of testing and evaluation services
for Grand Lake Mental Health Center Inc ..
a private. non-profit corporation. He is also
an adjunct psychology professor at Nor"
theastern State University. He has recently
published two tests with Western
Psychological Services of Los Angeles and is
currently under an agreement to develop an
additional test. Hs and his wife. the former
Ann Adair (BA). have four children:
Anessa, Jared, Tia'nna and Gerren. The
family resides at 1014 South Grand, Grove,
Okla. 74344.

***
Linda Fortner (BA) teaches first grade in
the public school system, ,Bloomington. Ind.
She lives at 826 West 6th St., Apt. 2.
Bloomington. 47401-2634.

'***
Richard O. William's (BA) works at
Indiana University, Indianapolis, campus,
where he is a senior internal auditor. He is
married to the former Doloris Kirkbride
(BA'68) who teaches first and second grade
at the Indianapolis Christian School. The
couple has three children - Cherie, Robin
and Douglas - and resides at 441 North
Mitchner, Indianapolis. 46219.

CLASS OF 1971
Richard 0. ' Powell (BA) is teaching in
Pennsville, Ohio. His wife, the former Diana
Rose ('77), is working for an optometrist.
The couple has three children: Wendy,
Bryan and Shannon. The famify's address is
Box 57, Pennsville. Ohio 43770.

•••

Dr. Roland Reynolds (BS) has been
elected Chief of Staff of the Medical Staff at
Newport Hospital and Clinic for 1985-86.
Dr. Reynolds and his wife, Peggy, reside
with their three children at 2908 Mimosa,
Newport, Ark. 72112. Dr. Reyriolds is in
solo practice at Newport Clinic.

***
Leslie Parks is married to the former
Rebecca Bagnetto (BA'73) and they have
two children, Rand-all Howard and Michael
Lucien. The family lives at 2209 Spring Leaf
Drive, Carrollton. Texas 75006.

***
Ferrell D. Drum (BS) is employed with
Garland Insulating Company and serves as
its president. He, and his wife. Lyndah, have
two children, Andrea and Hayden, and
reside at 26 Vi<;toria Drive, Rowlett, Texas
75088.

***
Carole Anne Kendrick Kruse (BS) is an
Avon representative. Her husband, Robert,
is an electrician. They reside with their two
children, Robert, and Rebecca, at 5802
Pierwood Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63129.

.**

Gordon R. Sutherlin (BS) is a teacher and
computer coordinator at Cabot High
School. He is married to the former Cynthia
Patchell (BA) who is a math teacher at
Cabot High School. They reside at 33
Frances, Cabot, Ark. 72023.

CLASS OF 1972
Damon G. Cruce (BA) is employed with
Inland Industries Inc. as internal auditor
• ,n d assistant to the vice president for
finance. He lives at 7221 West 56th Terrace,
Overland Park, Kaq. 66202.

•••

" .Luther C. Honey (BS) is sales manager for
$haw & Keeter, GainesVitle, Fla. He is
married to the former Patricia Richards

LOOK ALIKE CONTEST -Junior Rick Frazier ofKan$a's City. Mo.; rides away on a new bike after winning the Pee Wee Herman look alike
contest sponsored by the Student Association.
(photo by Jim Hadley)

('64) and they have three s:hildren: Deborah,
Donna, and oenise~ Tbifamily's ad<Jress IS
R'0ute 2. Box 96" Archer, Fla. 326ft!!;

*.*

Margaret McIntosh Hopkins (BA) is
employed with the Department of Revenue.
State of Pennsylvania as programmer
analyst. Her husband; Dr. William L.
Hopkins, is assistant professor of German at
Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster,
Pa. The couple has three children - Andrew, Rachael and Jonathan - and reside
at 739 College Avenue. Lancaster, ,17603.

their two'sons, Jeffrey and Stephen, at 2900
West Baker, Apt. 2S05, Baytown, 77521.
, > '<

*,!,*"

Don Goldsberry is , an engineering
technician with American Electric Power in
Lancaster, Ohio. He and his wife, Amy,
have. - three children: Ben, Lindsay and
Dustin. The family resides at 11334
Frasure-Helger Road, Logan, Ohio 43138.

***
Nancy Breedlove (BA) teaches at
Praiviland High School. She resides at 320
21st Northeast, Paris, Texas 75460.

**.

John Bentley (BS) is the proprietor of
Bentley's Specialty Gifts, 'Garland, Texas.
He lives at 2712 Patricia Lane. Garland,
75041.

*.*

Marka Cross Bennett (BA) is, a
homemaker. Her husband, Norman
(BA'73), is employed 'with the accounting
firm of Arthur YQung and Company as
audit principal. The couple has two
children: Brooke and Emily. The family
resides at 2821 Greenmeadow, Dallas,
Texas 75228 . .

***
W. Mark Wallis (BA) is vice president of
finance with Lincoln Property Company,
Dallas, Texas. He a~d his wife, Susan, apd
daughters, Amy and Katy, live at 1217 Eton
Drive, Richardson, 15080.

***
Jerry Wayne Cook (BA) serves as princ,ipal of Allen'High School, Allen, Texas. He
and his wife, Patricia, have two daughters.
Amanda Beth and Sara Lindsay. The family
is at home at 717 Willow Brook Drive,
Allen, 75002.

CLASS OF 1973
Cbarles Fall (BA) is an assistant manager
for Wal-Mart in Baytown, Texas. He ismarried.,to the former Jenny Davis (BA'72)
who is a substitUte teacher for Goose Creek
public schools in Baytown. They reside with'

County Hospital and Nursing Home,
Tazewell, Tenn. Her address is P.O. Box
129, Tazewell, 37879.

***
H. Jiobert Mead (BA) is working in
Anaheim, Calif. for Rockwell International
as software engineer. He resides at 3262
Tucker Lane, Los Alamitos, Calif. 90720.

*.*

Linda Gilooly (BA) teaches elementary
physical education at Harding Academy in
Memphis, Tenn. She also coaches freshman
volleyb;lli. Linda lives at 5203 Wayfarer
Circle, Apt. 2, Memphis, 38115.

***

CLASS OF 1974
lames H. Willis Jr. is a ,pharmacist and
partner in Crow Drugs at Jacksonville, Ala.
He and his wife, Rosa, have three children:
Mi<;hael, Gabriel and April. The family lives
at Route 2, Box 968, Jacksonville, 36265.

.*.

Ronnie L. Treat (BA) holds the M.B.A.
degree from Abilene Christian University.
He works for the Texas National Guard,
Rockwail, Texas. He lives at 6374 Shady
Brook Lane, Apt. 1220, Dallas, 75206.

,

*••

Jerry B. Galloway (BS) is employed with
Baird ' Enterprises Inc.
as
controllerltreasurer, Dallas, Texas. He and his
wife, Alice, reside with their twei children,
Jonathan and Leslie, at 3809 ,Guthrie,
Garland, 75043.

.**

Larry Richmond (BA) is head football
coach and teacher at Dallas Christian
School, Dallas, Texas. His wife, the former
Cindy O'Neal (BA), workS at Saturn Road
Preschool. The couple resides with their son,
~usty, at 6309 Locust, Rowlett, 75088.

Rhonda Campbell Whybrew is attending
Texas Chiropractic College and will
graduate December, 1987. She has two
children and is married to Harold
Whybrew. The family resides at 3734
Starlite, Pasadena, Texas 77505.

***
Linda Mitchen Brooks and husband,
Kelly "Casey" (BA), live in Singapore. They
have three children, Jason. Tiffany, and
Cassandra. The family's address is 35 Mt.
Siani Rise, Village Tower, 04-03, Singapore,
1027.

***
Beverly Ketchum Mullen works as a
pediatric nurse ,practitioner for the
University of Alabama, Huntsville School of
Primary Medical Care. She and her
husband, Michael, live at 4011 Dobbs
Drive, Huntsville, 35802.

***
LaJuana Case Gill (BA) has moved to
California with her husband, Randy
(BA'76), and son, Christopher. Randy is
pursuing a doctorate in Choral Conducting
at the University of Southern California and
is teaching at Pepperdine University.
LaJuana is working as an interior designer.
The family lives at 27857 Winding Way,
Malibu, Calif. 90265.

***

CLASS OF 1'9 75
Carla F. Herren, (BS) is empJoyeQ as
dietary' department, head in Claiborne

Jan West is working for AT&T Communications in Kansas City as an account
executive/industry consultant. She resides
at 11936 West 66th Street, Shawnee, Kan.
66203.
HARDING UNIV~lTY
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Joe L. McDaniel (BS) serves- as preacher
at Hidden Valley Church of Chrl$t,
Houston, Texas. He was the Hidden Valley
representative for Campaign for Houston;
and serves as chairman of Hidden Valley
Blood Drive. He was nominated in 1985 for
Who's Who in Religion. He is married to
the former Dian Williams (BA'73) and they
reside with their two children, Cynthia and
Jonathan, at 1319 Rim Rock, Houston,
77088.

•••

Margaret Wilson GQldfinch (BA) teaches
third and fourth grades at the Christian
School of East Harris County, Houston. She
and her husband, John, have a son,
Stephen. John is employed with Chevron Oil
Company and the family resides at 13250
Edgeboro, Houston, 77049.

•••

Elaine Huffard Denman (BA), her
husband, Darrell (MAR'85), and son,
Jonathan, live in Orange, Texas. Darrell is
the pulpit minister for the Ninth and Elm
Church of Christ. The Denman family lives
at 905 Sixth Street, Orange, Texas 77630.

•••

Steve Sherman (BA) is a missionary in
Belize, Central America. He is director of
Health Talents International. He is involved
in health projects and church growth in
Belize. He and his wife, Magdalena, have a
daughter, Lisa Ann. The family's address is
9 Santa Maria, P.O. Box 144, Belmopan,
Belize.

•••

Brenda Guntharp is speech therapist for
the Pocahontas Public Schools. Brenda lives
at Route 5, Box 84A, Pocahontas, Ark.
72455.

•••

Perry Taylor (BA) preaches for the church
in Iuka" Miss., and has been there for
almost three years. He is married to the
former Karen Simpson and they have three
children - Chris, Grant and Heather. The
family resides at 800 Hi.ghway 2S South,
Iuka, 38852.

Dou,

Shields (BS) is. employed as a
research civil engineer at the U.S. Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Stati~n
Environmental Laborat()ry. He and his wife,
Becky, have two daughters, Sarah Jane and
Laura Anne. The family lives at 723 Lake
Forst Drive, Vicksburg, Miss~ 39180.

•••

Dr. Kenneth P. Mitchell (BS) completed
his residency in obstetrics-gynecology at
Vanderbilt University Hospital in July,
1985, and has joined Annapolis OB-GYN
Associates in Annapolis, Md. He and his
wife, the former Tami Mobley ('77), along
with their three children - Nathan, Amber
and Nicholas - reside at 3104 Catrina
Lane, Annapolis, Md. 21403.

•••

Merroli Dunagen Haas (BA) is employed
with 'Derby Refming Company as the staff
accountant in planning and analysis. Her
r husband, John, is employed with Ranson
and Company, an investment banking firm,
as the computer systems analyst. He is also a
certified bond broker. The couple resides at
Route I, Box 134A, Peck, Kan. 67120.

•••

. Connie WilIke Linhares (BA) has been a
realtor-associate in residential sales in the
OrlandQ, 'Fla. are for over seven years. She is
working toward getting her residential
building contractors license. She and her
husband, Leonard, live at 1405 Wilks
Avenue, Orlando, 32809.

•••

Sharon Wylie Collom (BA) has recently
moved to Searcy with her husband, 'Paul,
and two children, Addie and Ben. The
family lives at 2909 East Moore, Apt. B 4-8,
Searcy, 72143.

•••

Nancy Carol Bell Ochoa (BA) is a
homemaker. She and husband, Oscar, have

two children, Amaya aad Victoria. Oscar is
employed at Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant as
a steamfitter. The family lives at Route 8,
Box 734, Florence. Ala. 35630.

•••

Beverly Jo Linder Rimer teaches twoyear-olds two days a week at Southeastern
Nursery School. Her husband, Bud (BA'79),
works as a customer engineer for Lee Data
Corporation. The couple resides with their
two girls, Bethany and Beeky, , at 8640
McGaughey , Road, Indianapolis, Ind.
46239.

•••

Stan Dunavant (BA) is an associate
broker with the Harold Chenault Commercial Real Estate Company of pallas,
Texas, brokering , investment and
development property, in - the Dallas-Fort
Worth area. He and his wife, Lisa, have two
sons, Scott and Drew. The family resides at
4021 Azalea Lane, Garland, Texas 75043.

•••

Roger Lee (BA) is working with the
Church of Christ in Hurricane, W.Va.,
while he also works toward the M.Th .
degree in preaching from the Harding
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis,
Tenn. He is working with the "Bible Answers" T.V. program on Channel 13 in
Huntington, W. Va. He is married to the
former Carol Toye who is a _homemaker
involved in teaching young girls classes. The
couple has three children - Renay, Shawn
and Angela. The family is at home at 108
Lakeview Drive, Hurricane, 25526.

•••

Carilyn Phillips Mosley (BA) does substitute reaching oceasionally and sometimes
helps out at a locally-owned jewelry/gift
boutique. Her husband , Joe, is the audit
partner with Pannell Kerr Forster. Their

•••

•••

John (BA) and Debbie Almand (BA)
McGee live in Bella Vista, Ark. in extreme
northwest Arkansas. They have two
children, Lora Elizabeth and John Wesley.
John is an art/history teacher and varsity
track coach for the Wyandotte School
System in Wyandotte, Okla. He serves as
the Area III AA U director in track and
field. He is also employed as a minister for
the Hiwassee Church of Christ. Debbie has
been employed as a consultant with the Fay
Swafford Originals Company for the past
five years and is an area manager. The
family lives at 5 Butterwick Lane, Bella
Vista, 72714.

•••

Kenneth W. Gibson (BS) has served as
engineer with Sandia National Laboratories
and district manager for the Conklin
Company. He is also a commercial pilot and
certified flight instructor. Gibson is married
to the former Terry Kirchner ('78) and they
reside with their two children, Seth and
Mark, at 4105 Lara Drive Northeast,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87111.

•••

•••

***

Dianna Lynn Gambill Teel (BA) is a
missionary with her husband, Stephen
(BA'74), in Argentina. They have been there
for over five years and plan to be there at
least another five years. They have had a
part in planting two congregations there on
the south side of Buenos Aires. The couple
has a son, Jonathan. Their address is:
Casilla 4395, Correo Central, 1000 Buenos
Aires, Argentina, South America.

•••

Myra Bell McGee (BS) is a homemaker.
She and her husband , Leonard, have two
children, Rachel and Adam. She also has a
small wedding accessory shop in her home.
The family lives at Route I, Box D-8, Purdy,
65734.

•••

Ken Gilbert (BS) is employed with
Potlatch Corporation (pulp and paperboard
manufacturer) in McGehee, Ark. He is
married to the former Jackie Wike (BA'76)
who works part~time as speech therapist for
Dermott (Arkansas) schools. The couple has
two daughters, Lauren and Lana, and
resides at 16 Plainview Drive, McGehee,
71654.

•••

Susan Deacon Mitchell (BS) is married to
Larry Mitchell (BA'74) and they have one
son, Jeremy Scott. Susan is a home
economics teacher at Phoenix Christian
High School, Phoenix, Ariz. Larry is a
stockbroker with Rauscher Pierce Refsnes
in Sun City. Their address is 20618 North
21st Drive, Phoenix, 85027 .

•••

•••

Sue Hull (BA) has been working as an
elementary school counselor in Wynne, Ark.
since 1979. She has earned a master's
degree and an education specialist degree in
counseling. Sue lives at 327 Levesque,
Wynne, Ark. 72396.

Judy Leath Lambert (BS) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Don, is an
embalmer and funeral director for Mitchells
Funeral Home. The couple lives with their
son, Joey, who is five years old. at 804
Thomas Street, Paragould. Ark. 72450.

•••

•••

Marta Montgomery (BA) is employed
with the Lincoln Property Company in
Dallas, Texas as a regional property
manager for approximately 3300 units. She
is working to acquire a certification as a
property manager through the Institute of
Real Estate Management. Marta lives at
5711 Caruth Haven, Dallas, 75206.

Karen Widel Blachly (BS) has worked as
a registered dietitian for Arkansas
Rehabilitation Services and Doctors
Hospital in Little Rock. She is married to
Ron Blachly ('73) and they have two
children. James and Charles. Ron finished
his hematology/oncology fellowship in
December, 1985. They have moved to
Jonesboro, Ark., where he has begun private
practice. The family's new address is 2609
Rosewood Circle, Jonesboro, 72401. '

•••

HARDING UNIVERSITY

•••

Barbara Roll Fowler (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Ric,hard
(BA'73), is an accountant. The couple
resides with their son, Ryan, at Route 9, 4
Carrie Ann Circle, Poplar Bluff. Mo. 63901.
• , I•
Randall L. Griffin (BA) teaches high
school' algebra and geometry. In the
summers he works as a carpenter for the
school system. Griffin was awarded the first
Teacher of the Year Award in the spring of
1985. His wife, the former Connie Merriman
(BA '72), teaches second grade. They live
with their two children, Jonathan and Jamie
KateLynn, at S.S. Route, Box 97-A, West
Plains, Mo. 65775.

Jan Baur Reeder (BA) is married to Bob
Reeder and lives in Buffalo, Texas. They
have two daughters, Elizabeth Jo and Laura
Jennette. Bob is a rural mail carrier, while
Jan is a homemaker. The family worships
with the church in Buffalo and resides at
Route 2, 'Box 196-B, Buffalo, Texas 75831.

Dr. David L. Hatfield has a private
practice of otolaryngology in Searcy, Ark.
He is married to the former Nancy Sowell
(BS) and they have two children, Robert
David and Rachel Diane. The family re~ides
at 32 Jamestown, Searcy, 72143.

Van Gilbert (BA) serves with the Church
of Christ in O'Fallon, Mo. He and his wife,
Patricia, have two daughters, Deanna Ruth
and Laura Eliulbeth. The family lives at
1714 Autumn Hill, O'Fallon, 63366.

home is 3618 Grenadier Guard, Greensboro, 27410.

•••

Studen" stream t"mug" tIle n,utratiOll IiMs jilling out
fOfms in triplicate and picking lip clUlpel-seat assignments.
(photo by Brad Watson)
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Coronado Avenue. Huntsville. Ala. 35802.

in McGehee. Ark. He and his wife. the
former Dianne Robertson (BA). have two
children. Matt and Meredith. Dianne
teaches at a half-day kindergarten. The
family's address is 17 Plainview Drive.
McGehee. 71654.

***
Tia Granger Zink lives with her husband.
W. Eric Zink (BS'74). in Pittsfield. Mass.
with their three children: Chemberly.
Walter Jr. and John Ulric. For the last two
years she has been a substitute teacher at
Berkshire County Christian School. The
family's address is 145 Brown Street, Pittsfield. 01201.

***
David Bruner (BA) is financial planner
for Waddell and Reed. a national financial
services organization. He is married to the
former Linda Green ('77) and they have two
children. Justin and Jessica. The family lives
at 912 B Montana Avenue. Coeur d' Alene.
Idaho 83814.

***
Kaye Mary Warren Gunn (BA) is employed by the Decatur City Schools and
Morgan County Schools. Kay and Tom have
two sons. Benjamin Thomas and James
Stephen. Kaye is working toward the
master's degree from the University of
Alabama at Birmingham. The family's
address is 611 Cedar Lake Road Southwest.
D~catur. 35603.

***
Becky Mitchell Gree'nway (BA) lives in
Booneville. Miss .. with her husband. Doug
(BA '76) and four children: Stephen. Beth.
Mark and David. Doug preaches for the
Booneville ChurcnofChrist. He is in the
M.Th. program at Harding graduate School
of Religion in Memphis. Tenn. The family
lives at 601 North First Street. Booneville.
38829.

***
Gail Bishop Hutchison (BS) is married to
Jonnie Hutchison. They have two children.
Amber Nicole and Christopher Carter.
Jonnie is preaching for the Potosi Church of
Christ while Gail substitute teaches for the
Potosi school system. The family lives at 703
Nicholson Drive. Potosi. Mo. 63664.

*. . *

John (BA) and Nita Stailey Heid (BA)
have four children: Sarah-Dawn. AaronJohn. Jared and Jordan. They attend SouthHills Church of Christ in West Covina.
Calif. Nita is the owner of Heirloom Stithces. an Old EngliSh Smocking & French
Handsewing Specialty Shop. She teaches
various classes locally and nationwide for
Smocking Arts Guild of America. John
works for Defense Logistics Agency. the
supply arm for the' Department of Defense.
His specialty is Quality Assurance particularly in petroleum. The family lives at
19129 Orangepath. Glendora. Calif. 91740.

***

Melda Ann White Miller liv~s with her
husband. Paul and daughter. April. in San
Diego. Calif. Her husband is a lieutenant in
the U.S. Navy. presently serving as a
helicopter pilot instructor. The family 411
Fifth Street. Coronado. Calif. 92118-1602.

***
Carlon Lemmons is employed as youth
minister for the North Davis Church of
Christ in Arlington. Texas. He and his wife
and children reside at 3412 Hampshire.
Arlington. 76013.

***
Tonie Barnes Russell (BS) is married to
Michael L. Russell. who coaches basketba:I1
at Meigs Junior High School. They have one
daughter. Erin Elizabeth: Ton i is employed
in the marketing department of Gulf Power
Company as a home energy advisor. The
family resides at 209 Baker Avenue Northwest. Fort Walton Beach._ Fla. 32548.

***
Bonnie Davis Langley (BSMT) is married
to Dr. Hugh Langley. a radiologist. Th,~y
have two ch'i1dren. David and Sara. Th,ey
left in October for Nigeria to work with the
Nigerian Christian Hospital for several
months. Their address is: P.O. Box 823.
Aba. Imo State, Nigeria. West Africa.

,"'**
Steve A. Watts (BA) is account executive
with Sentry Jnsurance. He previously
coached football a,nd basketball. He is
active in the (::lilyt'on County Chamber of
Commerce. Watts. ,resides with his wife,
Janet. and sori,Za~iJary Tyler. at 7293
Merlin Way. ~Rtv\!rdale",Ga. '30296.

*... *

Alan W ade H.~~ri~ (BS) is a veterinarian
and manages a 'cItllJcin West Columbia.
S.c. He is married,t:(UlJe former Valerie
Markley (BA) and they have two children,
Lisa Gail and Clinton Zachery. The family is
at home at 100 Fairforest Road. Apt. L-3,
Columbia. 29210.
'

***
Becky Trapp Robinson is a homemaker
~n Winter Harbor. Me. She is married to
Beau Robinson ('77) who is in the Navy and
has been selected to attend Officer Candidate School in Newport, R.I. The couple
has three children: Theasa. Shannah and
Myles. The family's address is P.O. Box 32,
Winter Harbor. Me. 04693.

***

LlVTNG LEGEND -:- "An Eveing With'Mark Twain With Michael Mauldin ',' was presented
on the Harding stage as a part ~fthe Fall Lyceum series.
(photo by Jim Hadley)
Andrea Manne~ (BA '77) and they reside
with their two children at 14085 Southwest
Martingale Court, Beaverton. 97005.

***
Linda Garner (BA) is worldng on her
dissertation and expects to finish her Ph.D.
degree in English at the, University of
Missouri-Columbia,' in 1986. She teaches in
the English Department there and also
tutors in the university's' writing lab.

***
Cindy Musick Alexander is a homemaker
aUdlier husband. Steve, is self-,employed
with',:bIAL ONE Alexander Aluminum
I'ri;>dilcts, Inc. and does guttering, soffitting
aM si4ing. The couple resides with their
sQn. Lindsay. at 8609 Smithton Road,
Lo,\iisville, Ky. 40219.

***

Lucas. The family has been in Argentina
since May of 1980 and has helped establish
two congregations in the south side of
Buenos Aires. The Hentons' address is
Cassilla 4395 Correo Central, 1000 Buenos
Aires. Argentina.

***
Janice Lester (BA) has taught in the
Shelby County school system for the past
ten years. Janice lives at 3705 Kingsbench
Drive. Memphis. 38118.

***
Paul A. Cathey (BA) is a doctoral student
in New Testament at the University of
Tubingen in West Germany. His address is
Fichtenweg 1712 Tubingen, West
Germany 7400.

***

***

Marcia Cohorn Dobbins (BA) is employed
at White County Social Services as income
maintenance supervisor. She is married to
Daniel M. Dobbins, vice president of
Dobbins Insurance, Inc. They have one son,
Marcus Daniel and reside at 18 Susan
Drive, Searcy, Ark. 72143.

Mike (BA'68) O'Neal and they have been
with Pepperdine University for nine years.
and they have been with Pepperdine
University for nine years. They have two
children, Michael David and Amanda
Louise. The family's address is 24430 Tiner
Court. Malibu. Calif. 90265.

lJobby George Chisholm (BA) is minister
of discipleship for the South National
congregation. Chisholm is married to the
former Pamela Parnell (BA) who is a
homemaker. The couple has a son, David
William, and lives at 2115 South Kings,
Springfield, 65807.

Donna Arnold 'thompson (BA) is married
to Wesley Thompson who is a student at
Harding. They have two children. Elizabeth
and Michael. The family lives at 2 Marshall
Drive, Searcy. Ark. 72143.

N~ncy Lavender O'Neal (BS) is married to

***

***

***

***

Jolene Hiatt Gray (BS) is employed by
Pied mont Federal Savings & Loan
Association as the training officer and
corporate secretary for the Association. She
and husband. Steven (BS'77). have one
daughter. Adrienne. and they reside at
Route I. Box 155B. N.C. 27006.

Rita Reese Fant is living in Pine Bluff,
Ark .• where her husband, Dennis (B(BS'72),
is employed with ~outhwestern Bell
Telephone Company as an engineer. The,
couple has two daughters. Katie and
Courtney. The family's address is 605 Park
Terrace, Pine Bluff. 71602.

Kenneth D. Dunn (BS) has been a
pharmacist with K-Mart in Kansas City,
Mo. for eight years. He and his wife, Donna,
have a: son, Andrew. The family resides at
505' West Franklin. Liberty, 64068.

***

***

Cam Henderson (BS) is a manager in the
Portland. Ore. office of Arthur Andersen &
Company.He is married to the former

Glen Henton (BA) is married to the
former Kathy Wakefield ('77) and they have
four children: Nathan, Eric. Alan and

***
Karen Olrce Logan (BA) is a homemaker
and the mother of two boys, Barry and
Andy. Her husband, Granville, is co-owner
of Data Pro, selling forms and computer
supplies. The family resides at 914
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Booth McKinney (BS) is employed with
the Great Central Insurance Company of
Peoria. III., an affiliate of Teledyne, Inc. of
Los Angeles, as an assistant controller. He
was recently named to Outstanding Young
Men of' America for 1985. McKinney is
married to the former Marguerite Shay
(BSMT'77) and they have three children:
Jenna, Shane and Jordan. The family lives
at 206 Clark, Morton. 61550.

***
Karen Frederick Sampson (BA) is a
homemaker and does substitute teaching.
She and her husband. Gary, have two sons.
Joey and Jonathan. Gary works for Delta
Airlines. The family resides at 2886 Botany
Drive. Jonesboro, Ga. 30236.

***
Martha Farrar Highfield is instructor of
nursing at Prairie View A&M University
College of Nursing and full-time Ph.D.
student in nursing at Texas Women's
University. She published a professional
article in Cancer Nursing, "Spiritual Needs
of Patients" and is writing a second research
article examining how well nurses assess
patients' spiritual needs. She is married to
Ron Highfield (BA) who is a full-time Ph.D.
student in theology at 'Rice University,
Houston, Texas. The couple has two
children, Nathanael and Matthew. The
family resides at 10739 Shannon Hills,
Houston, 77099.

***
Grey Lough is working for Brown Termite
and Pest Control in Hazelwood, Mo., as a
technician and carpenter. He also does
remodeling of homes on the side. He is
married to the former Kathy Poynor who is
a homemaker. They have three daughters:
Nichola, Jamie and Danielle. The family
lives at 332 Karen, St. Charles. 63301.

***
Robert D. Younger (BA) is a licensed Ph.D. clinical psychologist. He is a lieutenant in
the U.S. Navy and works as a psychologist in
the Psychiatry Unit of the Naval Hospital at
the Orlando Naval Training Center. He also
has a part-time private practice in
Longwood, Fla. He is married to the former
Kathy Saxton (BA) who is a homemaker.
(continued on page 11)
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22nd Anrtual Harding University

'SO YOU WANT TO BE
A REAL CHRISTIAN) ··

March 28-29,
1986
Youth Forum Schedule
Friday, March 28, 1986
8 a.m.

Registration, American Heritage Lobby
Fmancial Aid Office open until 5 p.m., EzeD Bible Building, Room
lOS

9-2 p.m.

ToUJ'8 originate &om American Heritage Lobby every hour

10 a.m.

Harding University Slide Presentation, Benson Auditorium

Saturday, March 29
8a.m.

Registration continued, American Heritage Lobby

8 a.m.

Financial Aid Office open until 1 p.m., Ezell Bible Building, Room
205

9 a.m.

Welcome by Harding President Dr. Clifton L. Ganus, Jr.
"Out Of This World," JeH Walling, Benson Auditorium

10:30 a.m.

BeUes at Beaux, Benson Auditorium

8-9:30 a.m.

Faculty/Parent/Student Conference, American Heritage Lobby

11:30 a.m.

Lunch at Guest's Experue

10:30 a.m.

the "Time of Day," Benson Auditorium

12:45 p.m.

Music Department Presents... , Benson Auditorium

11:30 a.m.

Lunch at Guest's Expense

2:30 p.m.

"You CaD That A Faith," JeH WaDing, Benson Auditorium

12:45 p.m.

"Back To The Future," JeH Walling, Benson Auditorium

3:30 p.m.

Break

3 p.m.

Spring Sing, Benson Auditorium (SS.50)

3:45 p.m.

"The Jesus Factor," JeH WaDing, Benson Auditorium

7 p.m.

Spring Sing, Benson Auditorium (SS.50)

5:00 p.m.

Dinner at Guest's Expense

7 at 10 p.m.

Movie, "The Natural", Administration Auditorium SI.

7 p.m.

Spring Sing, Benson Auditorium (SS.50)

Midnight

Curfew

8 p.m.

The "Time of Da.y," Administration Auditorium

10:30 p.m.

Campus-wide Devotional, Administration Auditorium

Midnight

Curfew

(ALL PROGRAMS ARE FREE TO THE PUBLIC EXCEPT
SPRING SING AND SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE.)

HARDING UNIVERSITY
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Mcln"teer Proves $10 Investment Worthwhile
By Tim Bruner
A S10 scholarship got him here, a
lifting college experience kept him here
and the Christian spirit on campus keeps
Jim Bill McInteer coming back ... and
back . . . and back.
"Someone would be accurate if they
said I've really never gotten Harding out
of my system," the 1942 graduate said.
"But I've never really wanted to get
, anything out of my system with the
eternal implications Christian education
has."
McInteer, minister of the West End
Church of Christ in Nashville, Tenn., has
served on the University's Board of
Trustees for 35 years. As secretary since
1976, he is active on the Board's
executive committee. Also, he serves on
Board committees for public relations,
the graduate school and development.
His long relationship with Harding
began in 1940 when Clinton Davidson,
~ longtime friend and supporter of
Harding, tempted McInteer to Searcy by
promising . to cover the prospective
student's S10 room reservation fee.
"It was exactly S10 more than anyone
else offered me," McInteer explained.
"And yet I still feel compelled to repay
Harding in every way possible, because
of all the ways I benefited and grew from
my experience there. I would certainly
think that I got my money's worth out of
that S10 'scholarship.' "
If McInteer got his money's w9rth,
Harding has re~lized an untold amollnt
of wealth thtoughtheefforts of McInteer
in his roks as Itllifunlts, parent, minister
and board member. In recognition' for
his service to the institution, McInteer
was honored in 1963 as Harding
Distinguished Alumnus.
His friends have acknowledged his
Harding ties by establishing a
scholarship fund in his name, with in- '
terest from the fund awarded to a
student seeking a Christian education at
Harding. Operated' through the West
End congregation, the scholarship is
listed in the University catalog with other
leadership awards.
. Much of McInteer's return is
measured in the lives -of those closest to
him, his wife Betty, class of '43, and their

(continued from page 10)
The couple has three children: Jeremy,
Sarah and Jonathan. The family lives at
1330 Pine Sap Court, Orlando, Fla. 32817.

***
Tom Wadsworth (BA) is in his seventh
year as minister for the Dixon, Ill., Church
of Christ. He also has worked seven years
part time for WSDR radio where he is the
"morning drive" news anchorman. Tom is
married to the former Nancy Nusbaum ('77)
and they have three children: Jonathan,
Annie and Lucas. The Wlldsworths reside at
1100 Mary Avenue. Dixon, 61021.

***
Harry Roe (BA) is employed as an accountant with Texas Eastman Company in
Longview, Texas. Roe is married to the
former Penny Gae Hightower (BBA '82) and
they reside in Longview, Texas. The couple
lives at Route 5,207 Alicia Dawn, Longview,
75601.

***
Gloria Burch Davis (BA) is in Nashville,
Tenn., where her husband. Bud, is general
operations manager for The General '
,Jl\~son, OpryJ~~~!'.s ~.,p.~~, paddle wheel
showboat. The couple has two daughters,
Page 12

little different than what it was 40 or 45
years ago. But that spirit is still there,
and it manifests itself in the campus
atmosphere of friendliness, camaraderie,
helpfulness and genuine concern.
"Each year's graduating class goes out
as proof that Harding is indeed maintaining that spirit, living up to its
purpose and producing good fruit. Those
young people put their training into
practice and eventually become the
professional and spiritual leaders we
need in this nation and in the church."
Leadership takes on a more significant
meaning this year for McInteer and his
Board associates who must turn their
attention finding a successor for Dr.
Clifton L. Ganus. The Board's choice
will be announced this spring. McInteer
expressed confidence in the committee's
progress.

children, MariLynn (Canterbury), class
of, '72, and Mark, class of '75. Mrs.
Canterbury directs library operations at
'D!J,vid Lipscomb High School, and Mark
. s~~~ as vice president of 20th Ce~tury
ChriStian.' ~.' . .
.
"Betty and I met at Harding, and we
shared a bond that was born in the spirit
of Christian education so evident on the
Harding campus," he said. "We wanted
our children to catch that same spirit,' to
find themselves in that ,same Christ-.
centered atmosphere and to grow in the :
love that abounds there.
"And it must all still be there, because
they caught it. Now they have their own
warm memories, close friendships that
began there and a stronger foundation to
build on. We have been blessed as a
family by that mutual heritage in
Christian education."

Ginger and Shannon. The family lives at
210 Dellrose Drive, Nashville, 37214.

***
Ruth Woods Organ (BA) is a
homemaker; her husband, Neal (BA'76), is
manager for Wendy's. The couple resides
with their two children, Alex and Allison, at
303 Martin Circle, Minden, La. 71055.

**.

Kenneth W. Burton (BA) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ in Piggott,
Ark. He is married to the former Diane
Petty (BA) who is a homemaker and also a
Mary Kay Beauty Consultant. The couple
resides with their two children, Jennifer arid
Justin at 722 North Fourth Avenue,~Piggott,
Ark. 72454.

••••

Linda Foshee Booker (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Tommy, works
for Foxboro Company as service
representative. They live in Beaumont,
Texas with their two children, Sarah Kay
and Philip Allen, at 5335 Ada, Beaumont,
77708.

."'' '

Sharon Thompson Miller (BS) is a high
school teacher at Terrebonne High School

And those family ties are what keeps
McInteer giving of his time, energy and
various resources that translate to
Harding's return on an investment in his
life.
"I get excited when the ~subject of
Christian education or Harding comes
up," the Kentucky native said. "I get a
special thrill being involved at whatever
level and in whatever capacity in
building something that will last
forever."
The leadership that McInteer has
provided on the Board of Trustees has
been a vital ingredient in that building
process, and he is pleased with the end
product - graduates of Harding.
"We've seen changes come and go
through the years," he said. "Styles vary
with each new class, and other aspects of
our culture make a college experience a

"The Harding Board has never made a
mistake in selecting a president," he
said. "And though we don't know who it
will be, I am convinced that a person
worthy of all our support will be brought
to the forefront."
With the leadership being produced
through Christian education, McInteer
said he is also optimistic about continued
success and growth of institutions of
higher Christian education.
"Just as the Lord will bless Harding as
we continue our presidential selection
process, He will likewise bless the school
with a growing number of families who
will learn how much Christian education
can help their young people," McInteer
added.
"There are a large number of families
in our brotherhood who have yet to take
full advantage of the benefits of
Christian education, so we've still got
work to do in that area. But those are
untapped resources that make the
outlOQk of growth of Christian ' institutions very bright indeed."
With the tapping of such resources as
a Jim Bill McInteer, whose leadership
and personality make a bright outlook
even brighter, Harding University has
every reason to be thankful . . . and
perhaps to consider reinstating the S10
scholarship.

where she teaches biology and is working
toward the master's degree in education and
science at Nicholls State University. Her
husband, Paul; owns and operates a
motorcycle parts, accessories, and repair
business. They live with their children at 205
Westview Drive, Houma, La. 70364.

an aerobics instructor at Silverleaf Athletic
Club. She is married to Lee Daniel ('73) who
is an assistant football and head baseball
coach. The couple has tWo children,
Summer Lee and Slade Prock. The family
lives at 1100 Lemon Drive, Sulphur Springs,
Texas 75482.

"'**
Glenda Gunter Tuminello owns her own
design firm, Interior Images. She is also
working toward a degree in elementary
education. Her husband, Randy (BA'76),
serves as vice president of business
development for Douglas Seaver &
Associates; an architectural firm in Tucson,
Ariz. The couple has three children - Ami
LaJuana, David Jr. and Philip - and live at
4031 West Tobira Street, Tucson, 85741.

***
Bill Fowler (BS) is assistant vice president
for finance at Abilene Christian University.
He is married to the former Carol Kinnard
('79) and they have a daughter, Lauren
Leann. The family lives at 834 Chaucer,
Abilene, 79602.

.*.

Mona Prock Daniel (BA) teaches
swimming lessons during the summer and is

***
Pat McClafferty (BA) is employed with
Diversified Electric Supply Company of
North Little Rock, Ark., where he has
worked for the past five years. He is a
salesman as well as a part-time purchasing
agent. He and his wife, Carla, have a son,
Ryan Patrick and reside at 1304 Calhurst,
Sherwood, 72116.

***
David A. Goff (BS) earned the Ph.D.
degree in analytical chemistry from Iowa
State University. He works for Ethyl
Corporation as a senior analytical chemist
in their Research and Development Labs.
He serves as a group leader in charge of
atomic spectroscopy. David is married to
the former Jocelynn. Brown ('78) and they
have three children: Michelle, Jennifer and
Kimberly. The family lives at 7250 Vice
President Drive, Baton Rouge, La; 70817.
HARDING UNIVERSITY

Rodger tames" ,~Itiftr.t~is"'empkJye<k.;' "-BQX.""Q89_,~~~~,~R7UX~~J~x~~~er,
with J. C. Hamm & Sons, a locally owned
72002.
***;,
heating and air-conditioning CQntrllctor;, as
Terry'
Greenwo~
(BS)'-owns 11 real estate
purchasing agent. He is working with the
development and brokerage company in
people of the newly-instituted Alabama
Shreveport, La. He has a daughter, Lindsey
Music Hall of Fame. HoItin and his wife,
Paige. They live at 4111 Pines Road.
Alice, have five children: Jim, Andy,
Townhome 48, Shreveport, 71119,
Monica, Brian and Peter. The Holtins make
***
their home at 1103 Burroughs Avenue,
D. Mark Moore (BA) is employed with
Muscle Shoals, Ala. 35661.
Jackson and Coker as marketing
***
Phil Watson (BS) is a partner with Pierce,
representative in Dallas; Texas. He and his
Faris and Company A~counting Firm.
wife, the former Barbara Wright (BA'78).
Watson is also a volunteer ambulance driver
have t~o children; Marcus Allen and
and serves on the Hutchinson Chamber of
Amanda Elaine. The family lives at 9754
Commerce. He is married to the former
Audelia Road, Apt. 1120. Dallas. 75238.
Susan Kritz ('78) and they have two
***
children, Katy and Luke. The family resides
Steve S. Sherman (BA) is a missionary for
at Route 2, Box 77, Ha.ven, Kan. 67543.
the Church of Christ in Nashville,4fenn. He
is director of Health Talents International.
***
He and his wife, Magdalena, have a
Barney Crawford (BA) is athletic director
daughter, Lisa Ann, and the family's adat Mountain Home Public Schools, as well
dress is P.O. Box 144, Belmopan, Belize,
as head high school football coach. He is
Central America.
married to the former Debbie Bradford who'
***
works 'as secretary at Nelson Wilks
Terry L. Moore (BS) is store manager, of
Elementary School. They live with their two
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company,
,daughters, Amber and Beth, at 810 Carroll
Meplphis, Tenn. He is married to the
Drive, Mountain Home, Ark. 72653.
former Linda Ruth Williams (BS) who is
***
director of renal nutrition at the University
Kathy Malone Cravens (BA) is elementary
of Tennessee Physicians Foundation,
counselor for Pulaski County School
Memphis. They reside with their daughter,
District. Her husband, John (BA'84) is going
Christina Victoria, at 6826 Bainbridge
back to school at the University of Central
Drive, Memphis, 38119.
Arkansas in Conway. Their address is P.O.

CCI\"SS OF197'&
Kettt Fulks (SA) is owner of KentPaul .
Properties Inc. His wife, the former Vicki
Williamson ('75) teaches at Berkner High
School, Richardson, Texas. The couple has
two children, Kendra Lynn and Ashley
Brianne. and lives at 9710 Amberly Drive,
Dallas. 75243.

***
Linda Peters Smith (BA) is a homemaker;
her husband. Clyde. is employed with
Dalsat Inc., Plano, Texas. The couple has a
son, Robert Jonathan, and resides at 8709
Millwood, Rowlett. 75088.

***
William E. Carter (BS) is a tax accountant with Dresser Industries, Dallas,
Texas. He is married to the former Carla
Matheny (BSN'78) who works at
Presbyterian Hospital. They live with their
two children, Chad and Kyle, at 2614 Holy
Cross, Garland, 75042.

.*.

Bobby D. Rothfus (BA) is employed with
Institutional Wholesale Company as
receiving clerk, Cookeville, Tenn. He is also
the fill-in preacher for the Church of Christ
at Algood. He and his wife, the former
Velda Marlene Lester (BS), have two
children, Janell and Jared. The family lives
at Route 6, Box 225-~, Cookeville, 38501.

,C~SS '0F'1977
Janice E. Brown (SA) is-employed \vith
the Veterans Administration Medical
Centers, Houston, Texas. She is an
educational therapist in Rehabilitation
Medicine Service. She also has a part-time
job as ed II.cational specialist and associate' of
Dr: Richard Austin. clinical psychologist.
Janice received the Superior Performance
Award ,from the VA Medical Center
Rehabilitation Medicine. and received the
Medical Center Director's Commendation.
She is serving for 1985-86 as Education and
Training Committee Chairperson. VA
. Medical Center. Janice lives at 1i230
Endicott Lane, Houston. Texas 77035.

***
Charles Pitts (BS) is a warehouseman at
American Specialties, Garland. Texas. He
and his wife, Cicely, reside at 1740 Inwood
Blvd., Garland, 75042.

**.
David Wood (BS) works as vice president
of Sunbelt Savings, Carrollton, Texas. He is
married to the former Donna White (BA'76)
and they have two children, Melissa Lynn
and Matthew Scott. The family lives at 2737
Gold Rush Lane, Carrollton, 75007.

***
W. Suzanne Wilburn (BA) works for
(continued 011 page 14)

Longtime Board'Member Compares ,Cbange,Statill,ity
By David Crouch
"I would use the words change and
stahility to describe Harding during my
2O-year tenure on the Board of
Trustees."
As paradoxical as it may seem, these
words of Dr. Harold Cogburn reflected
upon the Harding he has known.
The Forrest City, Ark. physician was
added to Harding's governing body in
1965. At that time the school had an
enrollment of 1,472 and a budget of $3.8
million.
During his Board tenure he has seen
the enrollment peak at more than 3,000
and the budget climb to $23.5 million.
He has also seen 13 major campus
building
proje'cts
and
six
renovation/expansion projects.
"The growth of the physical plant has
truly been remarkable. From the science
building in 1966 to the new cogeneration
facility now being completed; the
changes on the campus in' this 20 year
period have been unparalleled in the
school's history," he said. "I'm so happy
I've been able to be associated with the
school during this period."
But change is not the only thing
Cogburn has noticed nor has it been the'
most important in his opinion. "I believe
the stability that Harding has enjoyed iii
these 20 years· Ilas ,been the most
prominent characteristic of the school,"
he said.
"By stability I mean the way in which
administrators, faculty and students
have remained committed to the values
upon which the school was founded. Also
there has been a stability in the school's
leadership. Commitment and leadership
have brought lIarding to the plateau
where it now finds itself," added
Cogburn.
Another part o~ the stability that
Cogburn emphasizes is the leadership
provided by, the Board of TruStees. "I
~G umyERSITY

have a great trust in my fellow Board
members. They are all conscientious
about their responsibilities to Harding.
"I am really excited about the new
Board members who have been added in
recent years. They are going to help the
Board continue the great Christian
influence so characteristic of the group
in previous years."
A graduate of Texas Tech University
and the University of Tennessee Medical
School, Cogburn has practiced medicine
in Forrest City for more than 35 years.
He has been actively involved in civic
affairs and serves as an elder of the
Lindauer Road Church of Christ.
Although a Board member for two
decades, Cogburn's relationship with
Harding actually began in 1945. He
became acquainted with the school
through Dr. Clifton L. Ganus. At the
time Ganus was preaching in Charleston,
Miss. Ganus performed the wedding
ceremony for Cogburn and his late wife,
the former Virginia House.
"We've been friends for a long time,
and he has kept me involved in Harding.
He not only performed our wedding
ceremony, he also married my daughter
Jean and her husband, Dr. Les Wyatt of
Little Rock."
The retirement of President Ganus as
the chief executive of Harding will be the
next change that Cogburn will 'See during
his service on the Board. Although not a
member of the Board's Search Committee, .he haS, as vice chairman of the
Board, met with the committee. He will
be involved with the other members of
the Board in the final selection of a new
president.
"I regret seeing Dr. Ganus retire. He
has done so much for the school, and he
deserves a lot of praise and our sincerest
thanks. His leadership has laid the
groundwork for the future.
"In one sense the next few years -at

Harding will be a time of transition as a
new president is selected and he takes
office. In another sense it will merely be a
continuation of the same commitments
the school has had for more than 60
years.
"I am truly confident that the Board
will select the right person to lead
Harding into greater avenues of service.
There will be a change in the presidency,
but the change will not diminish the

stability of the school," explained
Cogburn;
"The Board cares for, is concerned
for, and prays for the faculty, staff, and
students at Harding. It has been a
blessing for me to be able to serve with
these Christian men and women. .
"It is our (the Board's) job to see that
the direction of the school is not shaken
from its founding principles. We take
that job seriously."
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Piper Industries Inc. as executiv(> secretary.
bookkeeper and reception is!. Dallas. Texas.
She lives at 16000 Bent Tree Forest Circle.
Apt. 1713. Dallas. 75248.

***
Howard Dean Turner (BA) is director of
business services at Gaston Episcopal
Hospital. Dallas. Texas. He also serves as
assistant treasurer of Gaston Episcopal
Hospital Foundation. He is married to the
former Kathie Blacketer and they have two
children. Brandon and Tana. The family
lives at 3337 Avenue P. Plano. 75074 . .-

***
Ray Winters (BA) works at Doctors
Hospital as CT technologist. Dallas. Texas.
He and his wife. the former Meta Grant
(BA '78). have two children. Megan Renee
and Jared Grant.' Meta works at Dallas
Christian ~chool. The family resides at 2321
Red River. Mesquite. 75150.

***
Brant Bryan (BA) is an agent with the
Staubach Company. Dallas, Texas. He alJd
his wife. the former Melita Dopps ('79).
reside with their three children - Brodce,
Jonathan and Lauren - at 2026 Clarksdale.
Dallas. 75778.

***
Stephen F~ Herrington (BA) is a customer
service representative with American
Airlines Inc .. Fort Worth. Texas. He resides
at 9825 Park Lane Court. Dallas. 75220.

CLASS OF 1978
Tim Stafford is in his third year as
campus minister and director of the
Christian Student Center. University of
North Alabama. Florence. His wife. the
former Carol ~id<l~I\J'79). is kindergarten
teacher at Hat:larr: ~\~mefltarY School in
Florence. -She.-received the-B.S. degree in
1985 from the ~niversity of North Alabama.
The couple Ii~es with their son, Clinton
Tyler. at 1117 Glenn Avenue. Florence. Ala.
35630.

***

Darla Denha~ Gerdi~g (BS) is employed
at Boston Gear. FI(jrence, Ky .. as financial
assistant. She and her h\isband. Larry. wljo
is an engineer; have one .daughter. Rochelle.
Tney live at 3394 Ellen Avenue, Hebron.
41048..
"' ,.

.

':n

Philip E. Hogg~rd (B~) is regional vic~
president 'of Jackson and Coker Company.
Dl;lllas, Texas. He .is ma1T~ to tM former
Ju4y Coker (BS'79) and they have three
children: Jeffrey. Joel and· Jay. The famity
resides at 14515 Oakmont Drive, Dallas,
75234.

,CLASS OF 1979

for the White Roqk Church of Christ.
Dallas. Texas. lie and hi$ w'lfe hav~ three
. ctWd-ren ~ Timothy, Jon and .sara - and
live at SQ6 perdidQ. Gadand, 75043.

*"'*
Tim Olree (BA) is employed with Texis
Instruments ' as manager of manufacturing
production sjstems. Plano, Texas. He is
married to the for.mer Patty Mansell (BS)
and the couple has a daughter, Julie Ann.
The family resides at ·1609 Salazar,
Garland. 75040.

***

. John' L. McDonough (BS) is a medical
doctor who is a flight surgeon in the U.S ..
Navy Reserve. He is married to the former
Sylvia Jones ('80) who is a registered nurse.
They have three children - Adam. Matthew. and Stuart.""":' and reside at 4304
Nonhpoint€ 'wiy; 'Pensacola; ' Pia. 32514.

Sammie L.Berry (BS) is audit manager
with Price, Waterhouse and Company,
Dallas, Texas. He is married to the former
Renee Ruffin '(BA) and they have two
daughters. Jessica Nicol~ and Jennifer Alin.
The famify lives: at.U4JAspe~ Drive,
Duncanville, 75116 ..

D9nna Bt[Jingsley Philippi. along with h,er
husba·nd. Victor, is o:.vner and partner of
Pine Grove Restaurant. Tupper La"e. N.Y.
TheY-have two childreu. Victor Grady and
Justin Edward. The family lives at 166 Main
Stt~et, Tupper Lakf<, 129&6. '
.

Don W. Hebbatd has just completed the
doctorate in Adult ' a,nd Continuing
Educarion with a sRecializatiGn in Eluma,n
Resource Development. He completed the
maSter's degree at ACl! in marriage and
family therapy and is the director fot the
Family Ceuter of the Mefroplex fO(l< the
South MacArthur Church o( Christ. He and
his wife, Jennifer, and daughter, Angie, live
at 210 Manana Drive, Grand Prairie, Texas
75050.

'

.

. ••'*

,*"'*

•••

Ricky J. Tucker (BS) is employed as a ·
registered medical technologist at the
University of Arkansas Medical Center in
Little Rock. He resides at Route 4, Box 34,
Jacksonville, 72076.

•••

Vic~y R. Clark Bowden (BSN) is visiting'

lecturer in pediatric nursing at theUniversity of California in Los Angeles. She
is mllrried to Greg Bowden, a high school
an!l junior high ~chool music director. He
works for the Orange Unifi~ School '
Distriot in Ora i}.ge, Calif. The couple lives at
100 South Seranado. Apt. 56. Orange, Calif.
92669.

*\1=*
Steve Gambill (BS) serves as minister for
the Miami Whitewater Church of Christ,
Haqison, Ohio. He is married to the for.mer
Harriett Head (BSN'80), who.is an kN.
working labor and delivery at Good
Samaritan Hospital in Cincinnatti. The
family resides, at 441 Featherwood Drive,
Hatrj:;on, 45030.

.**
auddy Mills (BA) serves as youth minister

CLASS_OF 1980
Geneva Joyce Wright (BSN) .works as a
clinical nurse at St. Vincent Jnfi.-:mary,
LittieRbck. MI<,. She is also involved in
prison ministry. Her husband, Dana, is a
full-time student at the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock. The couple resides
at 2701 Johnson, Little Rock, 72204.

***
Barry P. Barrett (BA) is employed with ALine Plastics Inc. as quality control lab
manager. His wife. Brenda, is press operator
at the same company. Their address is 5602
fordham. Apt. 101, Canton, Mich. 48187.

***
Morris Seawel (BA) is employed with
Texas Instruments. His wife, the former

Brenda Picker. teaches at West Houston
Christian School three mor.nings a week.
Morris, Brenda, Derek and Dustin live at
15831 Whipple Tree, Houston, Texas
77070.

***
David L. Grady (BA) is the, new administrator of Lakesh9re Retirement Center
and Nursing Home in Nashville, Tenn.
David will be attending Vanderbilt
University for the MBA degree. He is
married to the former Laura Miller (BA)
who is a homemaker. David's work address
is Lakeshore Estates, 832 Wedg!:wood
Avenue, Nashville, Tenn. 37203.

***
Tom C. Ulsh (BA) is a full-time student at
the Alliance Theological Seminary, Nyack,
N.Y. He is a Navy Chaplain Corps candidate. His wife, Margie, works for ARCCOM Fabrics Inc. as executive secretary to
the president and vice president of' the
company. The couple resides at 85 Front
Street, Nyack, 10960.

.**

George Santellan (BBA) is accounting
manager of Palmer Paper Company, Dallas,
Texas. He is married to the former Sherri
Martin ('82) who is employed with Bradford
Snyder and Stevenson. They reside at 11601
Audelia, Apt. 159, Dallas, 75243.

***
Melanie McMillen (BA) is an attorney
with Matthews, Carlton and Stein, Dallas,
Texas. She lives at 4937 North Galloway
632, Mesquite, 75150.

***
Bruce J. Piller (BBA) is employed with
Lincoln Property Company as division
controller. He and his wife, the former
Sabrina Simmons, reside with their son,
Collin Bruce, at 4517 Lakeway Drive,
Garland, Texas 75043.

CLASS OF 1981
Joe F. Alexander (BBA) has , now completed the course work at Memphis State
University; he is still on a teaching
assistantship with them and doing research,
getting !"eady for his comps and dissertation

**011

:~'t;eg Atterb~rry .c·(BA) ' is president of

T~xas Video Enter.prisc:s: Richardson. He
resides at l00"l Lorrie ·Drive. Richardson,
Te'~as 75080.

*~.~

Alan Tomme. (BM .. is employed with
Ail~ntic Rich~ieldi C{)mpany in the
re.gu.latiQns dep.a,rtment. Dallas. Texas. His
wif\!\ the former Suzie ,Carey (BA'77), is a
kIndergarten teacher. The couple lives at
16326 Lauder Lane. Dallas. 75248.
~~.,/,,,

Robert L. H~~ding. (BS) is a sales
representative w,ith ,the . Borden Company,
ArI1~gton, Texas. His wife, Lezlie. works for
Sun Oil and Explorations. They live at 5110
Lakeridge Court. Garland. 75043.

***

Willi~m Visa."I'lj' JaAl ,preaches f~r the

churoh in EldCJJ;~~o ~prings, Mo. His address is 302 H()spital Road. Eldorado
Springs. 64744, ,;; .:, ;."
.

***.,

Cecil 'E. Price (BA) serves as minister of
youth and education for the Cockrell Hill
Church of Christ; DallaS, Texas. He has
senred on the Texas Waf on Drugs Committee. He and his wife,~ Nicky, reside with
thei,r .son, Frank II,at 815 'Phinney. Dallas.
7S2J.1.

. .- -*** .'
•

J

,.

Bob Wenner (BS)"'is employed with
Linc9J.n Property C9qtPil:OY;a5 yice president
of Q~,ration. Dana~< 1:~as:., He and his wife.
Edythe, live with JheiJ~ i daughter, Lindsey
Michelle. at 610 W~ntw9ltb, Richardson.
7~&1,

P~l~
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c.

Roberts (BS'83) who is a food broker for
Food Sales Systems. The couple resides at
11611 Ferguson Road. Apt. 323. Dallas,
75228.

writing. Two of his papers were submitted to
the Atlantic Marketing Association and
were published in the Atlantic Marketing
Association Proceedings. His wife, the
former Tammy Gattis (BBA'83). has
received several promotions with Data
Comm unications CorporatioD duri ng the
year she has been with them in Memphis. '1n
October she was promoted tQ manager of
Research and Development. The couple
resides at 1273 Easton, ~em phis, Tenn.
38 1J 6.

***
Kathryn Partain (BBA) is employed with
Federal Home Loan Bank in accounts
payable. Irving. Texas. She lives at 2430
West Northgate. Irving. 75062.

***
Susan Bryan (BA) teaches first grade at
Kiddie Korner School and also is
editor/writer for Gospel Teachers
Publications. Dallas. Texas. She lives at 570
Bridle Path. Apt. 2116. Grand Prairie,
75050.

***
Stephen E. Meiners (BA) is manager of
radiation safety at Texas Tech University.
Lubbock, Texas. He received the M.S.
degree in 1985 in radiation health physics
from the University of Arkansas Medical
Science. He is married to the former Kristi
Anne Broadaway (BBA'82) who is a
homemaker. The couple resides at 6210
Kenosha.· Lubbock,' 794]3.

*"'*
Charlotte McGee (BA) ' is a laboratory
technician at Medical City DaHas Hospital.
Dallas. Texas. She resides at 1311] Tahoe
Drive. Dallas, 750240. .

***
Doug Schwartz (BBA) works for A. L.
WiIIiams & Associates as division leader,
Dallas. Texas. He is married to the former
Shaylynn Tolbert ('85) who works with the
American Heart Associl";on. The couple
resides with their son.~. "n Reid. at 914
West 1-30. Apt. 810. Garland. 75043.

***
Norwood Square Jr. (BA) is a missionary,
along with his wife, the former Judy Lynne
Brown ('83); in Papua, New Guinea. He is
director of the School of Life which trains
native evangelists. The Squares" address is
Box 1234. Lae, Papua. New Guinea.

***

***

Gregory A. Ogburn (BBA) is senior
auditor with Arthur Young and Company.
Dallas. Texas. He lives at 1007 Lorrie.
Richardson. 75080.

Sheryl McDivitt (BA) is employed with
the Arkansas Statute Revision Commission
as a legal proofreader. She Jives at 822
Cumberland. Apt. 1. Little Rock. Ark .
72202.

"'**
Terry Hooten (BBA) is" §taff accountant
with Interfirst Corporation. Dallas. Texas.
He resides at 11351 Rupley Lane. Dallas .
75218.

***
Marine First Lt. David E. Tibbals (BA)
. has been designated a naval aviator.
Presentation of the "Wings of Gold"
marked culmination of 18 months of flight
training.

***
Dan Wright (BBA) is employed with
"Multiple Technologies Corporation as
account coordinator/ computer analyst. He
is married to the former Diane Trisler ('82)
who is general ledger accouritant wi$ Avon
Products Corporation. The family resides at
100 Oak Creek Court. Apt. 2, Fairfield,
Ohio 45014.
'

***
Melissa McCluggage (BSN) is a registered
nurse in the surgical intensive care unit at
Parkland Hospital, Dallas, Texas. She lives
at 8303 SkiIIman Street, Apt. 140, Dallas,
75231.

***
E. C. Umberger (BA) is employed with
Richard Kidd Productions as account
executive/executive producer, Dallas,
Texas. He is married to the former Jo
Matthews (BA'S2) who is director of
marketing at Mudd Barrett Inc. in DaIJas.
The couple resides at 108 Kings Row,
Garland, 75043.

***
David Vehon (BA) is parts supervisor with
Sperry Aerospace and Marine, Irving,
Texas. He resrdes at 402 Beatty, Grand
Prairie. 75051.

***
Greg Justice (BBA) is employed with TD
Industries Inc. as programmer/analyst,
Dallas, Texas. He is married to the former
Joyce Furrh and they have two children,
Jeffrey and Amber. The family lives at 5209
Longhorn Trail,Garland, 75043.

***
Walt Buce (BBA) is controlIer for CertiFlex Corporation, Dallas. Texas. He is
married to the former Cassandra Mahaffy
(BA) and they have a daughter, Stephanie
Lynne. The family lives at 1427 Mount
Vernon, Mesquite, 75149.

CLASS.OF 1982
·Daniel L. Flatt (BS) graduated from the
Memphis State University Law School in
May. 1985. He passed the Bar Exam and
has been admitted to the practice of law in
Tennessee. He is a law clerk for presiding

HARDING UNIVERSITY '.

PRO BOWLER - Showing goodform despite her handicap. PeggyJo Clements of Batesville.
Ark.. participates ill a bowlillg party held ill the Bison Lanes for special children. The party
was spollsored by the Searcy Civitans.
Judge Mark Walker ofthe Tennessee Court
of Criminal Appeals. His address is
University Tower. 1387 Central. Apt. 213,
Memphis. 38104.

***
Valerie E. Nusbaum (BBA) is employed
with Citicorp Savings of Florida as compensation analyst. Miami, Fla. She lives at
6821-5 Southwest 129 Avenue, Miami,
33183.

Ard-K'nox Insurance Inc.. Richardson,
Tex~s. He is a certified insurance counselor.
Wayne lives at 3 Forest Park. Richardson.
75080.

***
Thomas M. Bry.ant (BBA) is employed
with IDS Financial Services, Dallas, Texas,
as a financial consultant. He resides at 5959
East Northwe.st Highway. Apt. lOIS, Dallas,
75231.

***
Juanita L. Price is employed with Price
Waterhouse accounting firm as tax
secretary. Juanita lives at 5101 Glenview
Court, Charlotte, N.C. 28215.

CLASS OF 1983

• **

Michael J. Sims (BA) is employed with
Christian Schools of Beaumont as teacher
and head high school girls coach. He resides
at 7655 Park North Drive, Apt. 70S,
Beaumont, Texas 77708.

***
Kay Hall (BA) teaches second grade in the
Dallas Independent School District. Dallas,
Texas. She lives at 3530 Rosedale, Dallas,
75205.

**'"
Charlotte Yingling (BBA) is executive
secretary at Holmes Land Company, Dallas,
Texas. She lives at 3530 Rosedale, Dallas.
15205.

*.*

Susan R. Pryor (BA) is owner of Susie
Homemaker & Company, Mesquite, Texas.
She resides at 2725 Red River. Mesquite,
75150.

"'**
Karen Brock (BBA) is staff accountant
with Abbott Laboratories, Irving. Texas.
She is also a CPA. Karen Lives at 7006
Kingsbury, Dallas. 75231.

"''''*

Robbie Shackelford (BA)' is employed
with DaHas Christian Schools as instructor
and coach. He and his wife, Mona. have two
children, David and Jonathan. and reside at
3057 Dogwood. Mesquite. Texas 75150.

**'"
Wayne Ard (BBAHs viCe president ' qf

Paula Dozier Dutton (BSN) is a nurse at
the Arkansas Children's Hospital, Little
Rock. Her husband, Tyler, is a pre-med
student at the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock. The couple has twin daughters,
Emmalyn Susan and Lauren Frances. The
family lives at 4710 Sam Peck, Apt. 2002,
Little Rock, 72212.

***
Ruth Lee Arthur (BA) works as assistant
to the department manager at Lord and
Taylor Department Store, Burlington,
Mass.She resides at 2 Patriot Road.
Burlington, 01803.

***
Jeannie Louise Himes Grant teaches
second grade at Pulaski Elementary School,
Pulaski, N.Y. Her husband, Edward, is
community resident aide at Syracuse
Developmental Center. The couple resides
at RD 4 Co. Route 13, Pulaski, 13142.

***
Susan Garner Sloan is a homemaker. Her
husband, Tommy, is vice president and
office manager of Production Credit
Association. They reside with their son,
Tanner Cole, in Throckmorton. Texas. The
family's address is Box 784, Throckmorton,
76083.

.**

David W. Parker (BBA) is employed with
M:rEC~ as pl,'ogrammer/analyst. DaHas,
1'exas. He is married to the former Jeanne

CLASS OF 1984
Jim Nutt is an assistant coach at Abilene
Christian University with the men's
basketball team . He is also working on the
master's degree in clinical psychology. His
wife. Jeanne. is a registered nurse working
in the operating room at Hendrick Medical
Center. The Nutts reside at 1318 Friars
Street. Abilene. Texas 7%02.

***
Juanita A. Elliott (BS) is staff assistant to
U.S. Senator Jim Sasser. Memphis. Tenn.
She is also attending Memphis State
University working toward the M.B.A.
degree in management. She resides at 109
North Mid-America Mall. Apt. 504.
Memphis, 38103 .

***
Anne H. Sears (BS) was admitted to the
College of Veterinary Medicine, University
of Missouri. Columbia, and began studies in
August. ] 985. She lives at ]]6 Pinewood.
Columbia, 65201 .

***
Carla Jo Hecker (BBA) is employed with
Moran/Hoffman Realtors as office
assistant. commercial real estate, ' Dallas.
Texas. She resides at 4055 Frankford Road,
Apt. 1314, Dallas. 75252.

***
Catherine Moss Randle (BS) is employed
with Diversified Graphics as graphic/ production artist. Little Rock. Ark. Her
husband. Edward ('86). works with Jones
Productions. The couple lives at 7700 North
Hills Blvd .. Apt. 700. North Little Rock,
72116.

***
Pama Manuel Sevier (BSN) is a staff
nurse in the operating room at High Point
Regional Hospital. High Point. N.C. Her
husband. Steven. is a pilot with Piedmont
Airlines. The couple resides at 14 Appletree
Lane, Greensboro. N.C. 27408.

***
Vicky L. Balcom (BA) is employed as a
legal secretary ""ith Bailey and Williams,
DaHas. Texas. She resides at 17878 Preston,
.'.
Apt. 294,. Dallas, ' 75252. ;
(cOl/IiI/lied 01/ page ' 16)
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(colllil/lled from page 15)
Mary Linda Thurmond (BBA) is a
computer programmer with Texas Instruments. Dallas. Texas. She lives at 420
. Ridgewood. Richardson. 75080.

.*.

Sharon Brown (BBA) is a consultant with
Texas Instruments. Richardson, Texas.
Sharon resides at 96% Walnut, Apt. 1504.
. Dallas. 75243.

*.*

Oebbie Muhlenbeck (BBA) is an accountant with Kohl Lane Siebens &
Company, Irving. Texas. She lives at 4804
Haverwood. Apt. 316. Dallas, 75252.

.**
'Alan Pryor (BS) is· employed with Texas
.' Instru ments as ,business programmer
'analyst, Plano. Texas. Alan resides at 3300
West Park. ApCIJ'28~;,:PJano; 75075.
" ! '! • .
~. , Glenn Carr.. (BS) $ 'einployed with E" Systems as s:¢pidt "associate software
: :¢lIgiJieer. He ~ ,married. the former Beth
·tlllinson (BA) who is special education
. :'teacher for the .public schools. The couple
. resides at 12800 Jupiter, Apt. 1514, Dallas,
T~xas 75238. "

to

•••

Susan Kemp (BBA) is staff accountant
with Arthur. Andersett· & ,Company, Dallas,
Texas. She lives at 4804 Haverwood, Apt.
316. Dallas, 75252.

.... .

Blair D. Bryan ·(BBA) is auditor with
Arthur Young & Company, Dallas, Texas.
H!! is married.' ;1P ~1!~' fqrmer Karen Slater
('85) who is ' 'manager of Greenhouse
· Designs. The couple lives at 10928 Audelia,
Apt. 732. DaJllls, 7S~43 .

CLASS 'OF 1985
Wade E. Dunn (BA) is married to the
former Anjela Haggard e87) and they live at
94 West Hudson Avenue, Dayton. Ohio
· 45405.

Son, Kevin Michael. to Dr. Ron (BS'79)
and Corinne Button (BA'SO) Wheeler
September 19. 1985. Ron is a self-employed
optometrist and Corinne is a homemaker.
They have' another son. Brian Allan, and
reside at 3256 Forest Drive. Conneaut. Ohio
44030.
Son, Ryan Taylor, to Steve and Martha
Cox (BS~78) Haslam October 16. 1985. He
joins a brother, Chad. The family lives at
1313 Huntsmoore. Sherwood. Ark. 72116.
Daughter, Molly Elaine. to Bobby and
Jenny Tindell (BA'83) O'Brien October 20,
1985. The family lives at 14 Stoneybrook
Lane. Searcy, 72143.
Daughter, Candice Christine, to Ron and
Brenda Dyer (BA'75) Wigginton July 28.
1985. She joins brrother. Ryan Christopher.
T~e family . lives at .6800 Cleary Drive.
Memphis. Tenn. 38115.
Daughter and son, by adoption. Jennifer
Leigh. four and Timothy Scott. three. to
Tommy and Luann Phelps (BA'76) Nichols.
Luann is employed as an elementary
physical education teacher for the Dixon
School District. The family's address is Box
367. Dixon, Mo. 65459.
Daughter, Megan Jean, to Brent
(BBA'81) and Suzie Morgan (BA'81)
Billingsley October 29, 1985. Brent is an
~nsurance agent for Farmers lilsurance
Group. Suzie is a homemaker. The family
resides at 2910 South 122 E Avenue, Tulsa.
Okla. 74129.
Daughter: Stacy Lynne, to Dave and
Kathy Giles ('72) Hogan OCtober 31,. 1984
- ' by adoption .. Dave is . a fUlancial planner/investment broker with A.G. Edwards
& S Q.DS, Inc. ~ath,Y is a homemaker. The
famiiy Jjv~ ~t lJ\1690, Fenway Ci~Ie-,
Rockledge, ' Fla. 32'155.
Daughter , R8c.~el Kat hleen , to bck and
Susan dimo'n (,72) Boone. She joins a
sister. Brandy Celeste. Susan is is ,employed
at Le Bonheur Children's Medical Center
and Jack is employ~d at Country Club
Cleaners. Their address is 3147 Monterrey
Square, Memphis, Tenn. 38111.
'
Daughter, Rebekah Jean, to Mike ('79)

J. T·. Smith (BBA) is employed with
Arthur Young & Company as staff accountant, Dallas. Texas. His wife. the
former Nancy Breazeal (BBA) is employed
with Peat. Marwick, Mitchell & Company.
The couple lives at 9669 Forest Lane. Apt.
704. Dallas. 75243.

.**

Scott Stovall (BBA) is on the tax staff of
Arthur Andersen & Company, Dallas,
Texas. He resides at 2813 Franklin. Apt.
2112. Mesquite. 75150.

**.

Gordon Gerbholz (BBA) is customer
service representative with Systematic's
Inc., Amarillo, Texas. He is married to the
former Melanie Earnhart ('87) who works as
secretary with Systematic's Inc. The couple
resides at Route 4, Box 224, Amarillo,
79119.
"
,

•••

Donna Hulett Brantley (BBA) is staff
accountant with Arthur Young and
Company, Little Rock, Ark. Her husband,
Bruce, is a student at Harding University.
The couple's address is B.ox 1612. Station A,
Searcy, 72143.

•••

Patricia Tyrone. Fisher is employed with
Commerce Union Bank as shipping
coordinator, Nashville, Tenn. Her husband;
Austin Cole . ('86), is a self-employed '
musician. They live at 3622 Brighton Road,
Nashville, 37205.

BIRTHS ..
'. Daughter. 'Elise Miohelle, to 'T om ' ('8(J)
an~ Caron Mu'Y~Y (t81t Frazier l uly 30,
1985. The family lives at s8()S Woodson,
Raytown, Mo. Q4133.
'
Daughter. Alta Donn-ee. to Enoch
(BA'85) and Lynette Smith (,86) Thweatt
November 8; 1985 .• .- .
Son. Kevin Spencer. to Keith (BS'78) and
Donna Olree ('80) Lilrey Oct06er 30, 1985.
The family lives af'JS22 Brentwood Drive,
Fort Smith. Ark.

*••

., Lori Pittman~ Sansom (BA) does subsjitute teaching at area Christian schools.
Her husband. Mel (BBA'84). is a staff
accountant with Ernst & Whinney accounting firm . The couple resides at 667
Windsor Green Blvd., Goodlettsville. Tenn.
37072.

*.*

Vince E. Breedlove (BBA) is employed
with NCR Corporation, -Tulsa, Okla. as a
sales repres~ntative . commercial systems
division. He resides at 5615 East 71st Place.
Apt. 1113. Tulsa. 74136.

.

***

John Boyd Ramsey (BBA) is a student at
Arkansas State University, Jonesboro. His
wife. the former Rosemary Ritchie (BA)
. teaches at Crowley's Ridge Academy.
Paragould. The couple lives at 316 Russell
· Street. Apt. 9. Jonesboro. 72401.
•

•••

LET US KNOW AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE!

To change or correct yO/lr address. please send this form to:

Mary Beth Hill (BBA) is employed with
Richardson Savings as savings counselor.
Farmers Branch. Texas: She lives at 4010
Brookhaven Club Drive. Apt. 1013, Addison. 75244.

r-------------------------,'·' 1

I

.......

Tim Dill is estimator with MartinTomlinson Roofing Company, Dallas.
Texas. Tim resides at ·2008 Laramie Drive.
Mesquite, 75149.
1' 11 '

**. ,

';'B rant Holladay (BBA) works as auditor
{or Peat Marwick; Mitchell and Company,
Dallas. Texas. He is 'married to the former
. Pam Paul (BBA) who- ·is 'an auditor with
Arthur Andersen & . -Company. The couple
resides at %69 Forest Lane, Apt. 702.
Dallas. 75243. '

*••.

:. Mark Adkison (BBA) is customer service
. representative -with Fidelity Investments,
, -Irving, Texas. He fives at 3401 Highland
, 'Ierrace, Apt. 1204; Fort Worth. 76155.
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and Jean Hames (BSN'SO) Foresee September 18. 1985. She joins brother,
Jonathan. Their address is 14791 Cole
Drive, San Jose. Calif. 95124.
Son. Matthew Leon, to Leon (BA'78) and
Beth Huey (BS'77) White September 20,
1985. He joins sister. Lauren Marie. The
family resides at 1709 South Louisiana,
Crossett. Ark. 71635.
Daughter, Brittany Joy. to Cam (BS'75)
and Andrea Mannen (BA'76) Henderson
October 4.1985 in Portland. Ore. She joins
a brother. Austin. The family lives at 14085
Southwest Martingale Court. Beaverton.
97006.
. Daughter, Kathryn Leigh. to Thomas
(BA'80) and Jamie Baites (BS'79) Stewart
February 12.1985. The family is at home at
2406 Alabama, Apt. I-D. Lawrence. Kan.
66046.
Son , David Madison, to Timothy
(BBA'80 and Pam~la McFarlin (BA'81)
Flatt June 28. 1985. They live at 4648
Limestone. Memphis. Tenn. 38115.
Son, Michael Andrew. to Anthony
(BBA'SO) and Marla Curry (BSN'80) Shelly
August 21, 1985. He joins a brother, John
Paul. The family is at home at 2956
Owendale Drive, Antioch, Tenn. 37013.
Son, Adam Blake, to Eric (BA '76) and
Melody Perkins (BA'77) Manlove November
3, 1985. They have an older son, Abraham.
The family lives at 1218 Bitting, Wichita,
Kan. 67203.
Daughter. Chelsea Linn. to Terry (liA'SO)
and Kim Klein (BA'78) Edwards November
3, 1985 in l"lorence. Italy.
Son, Stephen Charles, to Charles (BA'SO)
and Judy Riley (BA'SO) Posey November 15,
19B5 in McAlester. Okla. The family's
address is Box 1831, McAlester, 74502.
Daughter, Claire Elizabeth, to Carl
(BS'77) and Susan Harris ('75) Powell III
April 13, 1985. The couple has two other
children, Adam and Lee Edward. The
family lives at Route 4, Box 3B, Florence,
Ala. 35633.
Son. Benjamin Lee; to Byron (BS'82) and
Liz 'Ward (BA'80) Fike June 25, 1985. He
joins a brother, Jeremy. Byron \s campus
minister with the University Church of
Christ in Las Cruces. N.M. The family lives
at 2608 Hillrise. Las Cruces, 88001.
Daughter, Jenni Leigh. to Danny (BA'81)
and Jane Groves (BA'75) Walker November
6, 1985. She joins a brother, Ryan. The
family resides at 514 North Ellis, Hughes
Springs. Texas 75656. Danny preaches for
the church and Jane is a homemaker . .
Son. Charles David , to David (BA '72) and:
Dwina Whittle (BA'72) Willis November 29,
1984 - by adoption. He joins Becky and
Richard . David is a major in the U.S. Air
Force. He is a flight commander and instructor in the T37. the primary jet trainer
for student pilots. The family lives at 1275
Hurst, Enid. Okla. 73703.
Daughter, Gini Sue, to Charles and Susan
Dockery (BA'75) Crofford August 23, 1985.
She joins brothers, Tommy and Chad.
Charles works for the Cotton Belt Railroad
in Pine Bluff, Ark. The family's address is
P.O. Box 46, Rison, 71665.
Son, Stuart Andrew, to John (BS'79) and
Sylvia Jones ('SO) McDonough March 4,
1985.
Twin daughters - Emmalyn Susan and
Lauren Frances - to Tyler and Paula
Dozier (BSN'83) Dutton September 20,
1985.
Son, Bennett Todd. to Bob ('83) and Lisa
James (BS'83) Ritchie November 26, 1985.
The family address is Box 463, Station A,
Searcy, 72143.
Son, Anthony James, to Gary (BA'79) and
Rita Mott (BS'79) Rhodes November 25.
1985. The family resides at 5 Barksdale,
Searcy, 72143.
Son, Tanner Cole, to Tommy and Susan
Garner ('83) Sloan October 22. 1985.
Son. Ivan Stacy, to Stacy (BS'75) and
Kathy McKinney (BA'75) Peters November
3, '1985 in Little Rock, Ark. He joins Katy
and Sam. The family resides at 6714
Juniper, Little Rock, 72209.
HARDING UNIVERSITY

MARRIAGES
Becky Lynn McHan (AA'84) to Dwain
Alan Kicklighter July 20. 1985 in Memphis.
Tenn. Becky is a legal secretary for Glankler
Brown Law Firm in Memphis. Dwain is an
accountant with Memphis Light, Gas &
Water Company. The couple resides at 3633
Chantrey, Apt. 5, Memphis. 38128.
Suzanne Elizabeth Lavender ('87) to
William Lawrence Chandler ('87) August
10, 1985.
Melariie Raye Earnhart ('87) to Gordon
Brent Gerbholz (BBA'85) October 13, 1985,
in Conway. Ark.
Edith Melinda Simpson (BA'80 to David
Wesley Davenport October 19, 1985.
Melinda finished the master's degree in
music education at North Texas State
University, Denton. The groom is an
electrical en&ineer with Texas Utilities.
They live at 1200 West Taylor, Apt. 208.
Sherman, Texas 75090.
Joy Stevens ('84) to Bradley Haddix ('83)
September 2 in Searcy, Ark. The groom is
employed as a sales representative by Mike
Baker Nissan in Searcy and the bride is a
sales and advertising representative for The
Dai(v Citizen.
Susan . Renae Prestidge (BA'83) to Anthony Blankenship October 4, 1985 in
lonesboro Sun newspaper. The couple lives
Country Accents and the groom with
Jonesboro Sun Newspaper. The couple lives
at Route 5, Box 24OAAA, Jonesboro, 72401.
Stephen P. Thomas ('85) to . Debbi Dee
Richards (BA'84) August 23, 1985 in Searcy,
Ark. Debbi is the music teacher at Beebe
Junior High School, Beebe, Ark. Stephen is
laboratory assistant at Central Arkansas
General Hospital. They reside at 300 North
Clinic, Apt. 4, Searcy, 72143.
Dorelle M. Denham (BBA'83) to John
Hogan August 10, 1985 in Hebron, Ky.
They are now attending graduate s<;hool at
Western Kentucky University in Bowling
Green. They reside at 2001 Rock Creek
Drive, Apt. 14-D, Bowling Green, 42101.
Charles David Golden Jr. (~BA'84) to
Melinda Gail Smith (BS'85) August 24,
1985:
Dana M. Rowe (BA'85) to George B.
Rowlett (BBA'8t) November 9, 1985. Dana
is a kindergarten teacher in the public
school system at Mountain Home, Ark.
Joseph K. Taylor (BA'83) to Terri
Tritschler (BBA'83) March 9, 1985 in St.
Louis, Mo. Joe is news editor with
Yelvington Publications. Mascoutah. Ill.
Terri is a secretary with Mercantile Trust
Company, St. Louis, Mo. The couple resides
at 818 Lincoln Highway. Apt. 8, Gairview
Heights, III. 62208.
Alex Dale Shelton (BBA'Sl) to Gay Lynn
Gass November 2, 1985 in North Little
Rock, Ark. Alex is a supervising senior
accountant for Arthur Young and Company, Little Rock.' Gay is a secretary for
Worthen Bank and Trust. The couple lives
at 1936 Lenell Drive, North Little Rock,
72118.
Lisa Anne Barton (BSn'85) to Marc
Douglas Ebeling (BSN'85) October 12, 1985
in Fort Collins, Colo. Lisa is a registered
nurse at the University of Arkansas Medical
Center, Little Rock. Marc is also a
registered nurse working at the UniveJ;sjty,of
Arkansas Medical Center. The couple
resides at 4220 "A" Street, Little Rock.
72205.
Karen R. Hodnett (BA'84) to John A.
Cherry (BBA'85) September 20, 1985. The
couple resides at 2H>1 Hay~s Road, Apt.
315, Houston, Texas 77077.
Patti Susan Farmer (BA'82) to Daniel
Phillip Summers (BBA'81) March 9, 1985 in
Little Rock, Ark.
Lisa Negas (BA'8S) to Randy McKnight
(BS'83) August 3, 1985. Randy is employed
with The Traveler's Insurance Company as
an insurance adjuster. Lisa is working at
Garrison Mill Elementary School as a
physical education instructor. The couple
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WA RM WEA THER - Sunny skies brought one student outside to study on the front, la~n. Temperatures in the Sellr~ area have .fluctuated
.from day to day throughout the wi"ter season.
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resides at 6900 Roswell Road, Apt. L-3,
Atlanta, Ga. 30328.
Chet D. Brown (BBA'85) to Brenda Kay
Heinen (BA'8S) August 31, 1985 in
Claremore, Okla. Chet is inventory
supervisor with Burg & Divosta in Palm
Beach Gardens, Fla. Brenda works as legal
secretary and receptionist for Jay Steven.
Levine, P.A. The couple lives at 519 West
Kalmia Drive, Apt. 4, Lake Park, 33403.
Angela Rose Chrisman ('S7) to Jamey
Styles July 4, 1985 in Clarksville, Ark.
Angela is a secretary at Chrisman Ready
Mix and also attends Arkansas Tech
University. Jamey is a farmer and attends
Arkansas Tech University. The couple's
address is P.O. Box 194, Coal Hill, 72832.
Cynthia Brazzel (BA'84) to Vernon Keith
Thompson (BA'82) June 29, 1985 in
Sacramento, Calif. Cynthia is employed as a
contracts technician with Environmental
Science and Engineering; Inc. in
Gainesville, Fla. Vernon is employed as a
news reporter/weather anchor with W:CJBTV in Gainesville.The couple lives at 4400
Northwest 39th Avenue, Apt. 131,
Gainesville, 32606.
Deanna KathrynH~we (BA'85) to Tedd
Stevens ('84) July 27,1985 iii Dayton, Ohio.
. Deanna -is secretary tl:l the siJperintendent at .
Harding AcademYin Searcy, whilec'Tedq
continues his stlldleS atHarding University. '
The couple's addressis Box 1341, Station A,
Searcy, Ark. 72143.
Dayna Gayle Thornburg ('87) to Kelly
Cannon October 11, 1985 in Ashdown, Ark.
Dayna attends Texarkana Community
College. Kelly teaches in the public schools.
The couple resides at Oakridge Apartments,
Box 6, Plain Dealing, La. 71064.
Patti Sue Bumpus ('87) to Charlie Bradley
September 9, 1985 in Greenville, S.c. Patti
. works at Arby's Biltmore in Asheville, N.C.
Charlie works for Carolina Twist Drill. The
couple resides at Lot 7 Pine Valley Mobile
Home Park, Sweeten Creek Road, Asheville,
28803.
W. Shawn Smith ('87) to Lisa Gayle Fish
(BBA'8S) May 25, 1985 in Eudora, Kan.
Shawn is serviceman with Action Air
Conditioning, Tulsa, Okla. Lisa is a teller at
Bank of Oklahoma, Claremore. The couple
lives at 821 . North Cherokee, Claremore,
74017.
Diana Lea Thurman ('84) to Dr. Scot T.
Greer June 29, 1985. The couple lives at 613
East Washington, Marshfield. Mo. 65706.
Cynthia Anne Thompson (BA'80) to Don

Schroeder July (I, :1~8~. :CJ,nlly is employed
as a legal assistanLwitbHouse, Wallace,
Nelso,n & Jewell, f.A. in Li~le Rock,Ark.Don is the president of Taco Kid of
America, Inc. Their IT! ailing address is P.O.
Box 7392, Little Rock, 72217.

SYMPATHY
\
Our Sympathy TQ
Mrs. Kathy Robinson Sch ubmehl
(BA'77), whose husband, Robert, died
October 17, 1985 of cancer. He worked at
Northeastern Christian College in the
admissions office. Mrs. Schubmehl resides
at 17 Greentree Lane, Malvern, Pa. 19355.
'. The family of J. C. Shewmaker (BA'30)
who"died November 6, 1985 in Searcy. His
~ife is the former Joyce Copeland (aA'~2).
He is the father ~.ofStanford (BA'60): of
Abilene, Texas, ClilUd'iaTetnpler ('63t c,f
Columbia, Mo. , :sa.m(BA'67) of Zambia,
Africa and Sh.e rman (BA ' 67) ~ ~f
Bloomington; Ind . He was also the br()th~r
of Bert Shewmaker of Lubbock, Texas and
Shewmaker (BA'33) of pampa, Texas.
For 38. yea):s J. C. Shewmaker taught in
Christian' and public schools of Northern
and Southern Rhodesia (now Zambia and
·Zimbobwe in Africa.
'
The family of W. C. Harris who died
November 8.. 1985 in Searcy. He was the
father of Mrs. Claudette Alexander (BA'57)
of Searcy, Jack Harris (BA'56) of Searcy,
and Billy Clay Harris (BA'47) of Muncie,
Ind.
David May (' 63) of Tallahassee. Fla. and
~ecil M~y ~r. (BA'54) of Kosciusko. Miss ..
whose father; Cecil R. May Sr., dieil
recently.
The family of Dale E. Hulett ('55) who
died recently in Abilene, Texas. He was the
brother of Theda Hulett Smith ('41) of
Newport, Ark.
Claudette Grable (BA'82) Smith whose
mother, Alta Grable, passed away
November 7 in Searcy.
Mrs. Bettye McCullough. wife of Paul V.
McCullough (BS'SS) who died November 16,
1985. He is the father of Todd (BBA'84) and
Mark, who is a senior at Harding.
The family of Paul P. Curry who died
recently in Yorktown, Ind., after an apparent heart attack. He is the father of Mrs.
Marianne Noonkester ('SO) of Yorktown.
and Mrs. Marla Shelly (BSN'SO) of Antioch,
Tenn.
The family of Rue Porter Rogers (BA'51),

.ott

Body Fou.n'd:lnDorm
The body of Philip 'Germaine Lockwood
of Village City. Okla .. was found in his
dormitory room Jan. 13 by his roomlT!ate.
The state medical examiner's office ruled
that the death by' strarigulation was a
suicide.
"
-,
Lockwood. 27. was a senior mathematics
major at the University.. H,e was active in
e~angelistic campaigns i~, Eastern Europe
and was a member of the Bison Band.
Survivors incl~de his ' p'~rents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. C. Lockwood of Village City, a
brother, Stephen Lockwood of Oklahoma
City, and a sister. Nancy Dickinson ,of
Everman, Texas.
Memorial services were held at the
Cloverdale Church of Christ Jan . 16 by Ike
Hamilton and Dr: Don Shackelford with
burial in Oak Lawn Cemetery in Searcy by
Daniel Funeral Home.
The family has requested that memorials
be made to the Eastern European Missions
Fund at the College Church of Christ in
Searcy .
whose wife, the former ..Ruby McReynolds
('52), was killed in an automobile accident
December 6. She is the- mother of Ben ('76).
Mrs. Elisabeth Noble (BA '80). BJ;t:\lt
(BA'SO), Edgar (BA'84). and Ru Anne ('68).
Marvin W, Hastings (',31). whose wife, the
former Susie Burns· (BA'34). died November
28, 1985. at the . Coffee, Medical Center
nursing home fol\owing ,an extended illness.
His address is 432, West "Fort St. Box.
Manchester. 37355. . ; ,.
Vonda Knapp Lancaster (,76j. whose
husband. Larry, died in June, 1985 of cancer
at age 37. Her address-is 51 Neu-Vu. Miles
City, Mont. ~9301. "," •. ,',
The family of C.audell ,La.ne (BA'43) who
died December to. 1985. His wife is.' the
former Edythe Tipton (BA '43) of Wynne.
Ark. All of his children .atjended Harding:
Dr. Robert C. (BS'65),ofCalico Rock., Mrs.
Elissa Miller (BA.''],3). ,of: Searcy. John ' T.
(BS'76) of Calico .Rock. James T. (BS'74) of
McCrory, Mrs. Jennifer ,Smith (BA 'SO) ·of
Rogers, and Mark ('81) of Searcy.
Joyce Henderson Owens ('677) in, the
death of her husband, Melvin Earl. who
died March 20, .1985 at the age of 43. He
had been in a DUl'sing home the past thtee
years with amy,o trgp.\:Iil;.: lateral sclerocsis
(more commonly .known' as Lou Gehrig"s
disease).

...,"
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Quinn Nam:ed All-America
Honorable Mention By NAIA_

COLLINS ON RECORD PACE - Senior center Kenny Collins [44] displays the scoring styJe
which has pushed him into third place in the schopfs aU-time scoring list_ The Valley Springs,
A rk .. native has /.524 points and is averaging 20.$ points per game..

Collins, Wilkins O'n-Record 'Pace;
LeadC'o~ference In Scoring

Two Harding 6i~~~i;a;lers are setting a
red hot scor~l!.8 p~c~ in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conrerence' as competition
revves up follewing tlJe holiday break.
Kenny 'ollins. a senior from Valley
Springs. Ark .•. ~nd . Kim Wilkins. a senior
from Flippin, Ark... ,are leading the men's
and women's division, respectively, with 20
plus scoring averages.
Collins is aver~ging 20.3 points per game
and has mov~ into ;the top ten on the alltime scoring list. A 6.6, 195 lb., four-year
starter. he has scored 426 points while
l~a9ing the Bisons to a 12-10 record. He now
h.a.s 1,524 career. poi l1 ts to move into third
place among Hardjng'stop scorers.
An AII-AICan<:l AII"NAIA District 17
choice last year. be.a1so was named to the
i 985 Academic AlI.America team sponsored by, the, r~lIcrge _;~'port~ !Qformation
Qirectors of Am~f~fa., H;~ carries a 3.43
grade point a'len~ge on ,a premedicine
major.
'Wilkins is leading .. the AIC with a 2l.8
p,o,i~t average per game: Already the Lady
~is~~' all-time :s~~i~g leader with 350
pojnts last year, she has scored 338 points in
17 gam~s in 19..aH~R. _Wjth sev~n g~mes
remaining. shi "Ms' 'a ' solid chance of
becoming the AIC's aU-time scoring leader
if she m'aintains;tie'f{Pre~ pa~e: - ..'
Atl AII-NAIA District 17 honoree last
y~~~~ 'Wilkins ha;:688·Jaf~t 'points in' I~~s .
than two seasons:-She was a transfer from

':~~rt~ Arkansas:Comm~~ity t~il;ge~ ~~e-r~
. ~h.e~1Vas a tW,O-!~~ .a117Iea_gue performer.

. --nespite Wilkins' accomplishmentS: the
young Lady Bisons are off ~to a 2~15 st~rt.
With the women's program in only its third
season, coachPhj) Watkins' . teams have
made great strides.
The Lady Bisons are holding down a
seventh place NAIA national ranking in
team free throw shooting. Teamwise they
have recorded a .736 percentage.

Indoor Schedule Set;
NAIA Meet Feb. 21-22
Harding will host three. t rack meets in an
winter schedule ,announced by
Biso,n head coach Ted Lloyd. ,
,
Two All-Comers Meets and the Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference Invitati<;>nal were
held on Harding's indoor trllclc. Datt;S for
the All-Comers Meets Were Jan.-25 and Feb.
1. The AIC Invitational ,is set for Feb. 13.
Other competition will, include the
Maspn-Dixon Games Jan: 25, the University
of Kansas InvitationaIFe~ . ·8 and the NAIA
National Championships Feb. 21-22 in
Kansas City, Mo.
In addition, Lloyd indicated Harding
would host a, IJigh School Boy's Invita~ional
Me~tFeb: ' 15 . and a Girl'slligh 'Sch.~ol
hivitational March' i.
'
. ", .'
eigh~~ meet

Harding's' senior noseguard Fanasial
"Dump" Quinn has been selected to the
NAIA Division I All-America honorable
mention team for his outstanding play
during the 1985 football season.
Quinn, a 5-9, 234 lb. powerhouse, led the
Bisons in tackles for each of the past two
seasons after transferring from East
Mississippi Junior College.
During his two years of competition.
Quinn rec~rded 242 tackles, including 146
solo stops and set a school record of 23 112
quarterback sacks. He stopped 13 runners
for 27 lost yards, recovered five fumbles and
blocked a kiCk.
"Dump was the perfect noseguard ,"
Bison head coach John Prock said. ,"He's
fast. strong and has a low center of grav.ity.
He may be the best one I ever coached."
In addition to the national recognition,
Quinn was selected to the AII-NAIA District
17 and All-Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference first team units, was named
NAIA District 17 Player of the Week twice
and selected Player of the Week by the
Arkansas Democrat. Five times during the
to-game schedule Quinn earned Bison
Defensive Player of the· Week honors for his
out,standing-play.
Harold Horton, head coach of the NAIA
national co-champion University of Central
Arkansas team, had words of praise for
Quinn, who recorded 12 solo tackles against
his offense.
"Dump was the premier down lineman in
our league this year. He's a superb player
-who couldn~t .b e , bloc~ed in: a one.~)O~e
situation. In our game, he totally took Il" ay
our drop back passing game. And he can't
be put off because of his size, either, he
plays much bigger than he is."
A senior from West Point, Miss. , Quinn

.

.

.

Fallasial "Dump" Quinn
completed his eligiblity and will pursue a
major in business. The son of Mr. and ·Mrs.
CurHe Quinn, he has been one of the most
popular players ever to compete for the
Bisons.
"No doubt about it, Dump is a one-of-akind/' Prock said. "He has been an outstanding part of our program."
Also completing their eligibility were
eight other seniors. They were defensive end
Matt Clouser of Huntsville, Ala., tackle
Scott Franklin of Dunwoody, Gi., tackle
Wes Hunt of Denison, Texas, defensive
back Drake Jackson of Temple, Texas,
linebacker Franz Patterson of Killeen,
Texas, center lames Smith of West,Helena,
Ark., and fullback z.e.o. Uhatafe of St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Harding completed its season with a 5-5
record.

Moore Earns NAIA ,Division I
Academic All-America Honor'
,

...i'

'

,

Sophomore footballer lack Moore has
been named to the 1985 Division I
Academic All-America team selected by the
National Association . of ~ntercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA).
The -announcement was made by Charles
Eppler, NAIA Director of Communications.
A 5-11. 176 lb., wide receiver, Moore
earned a perfect 4.0 grade point average
while majoring in preme~icine/chemistry.
He is a native of HuntsviUe. Ala.
During the 1985 season, Moore caught 16
passes for 208 yards and three touchdowns.
He also returned five kickoffs. for an 18.2
yard average. As a member of the specialty
team he was credited with four solo tackles.
"lack has ·already. achieved an excellent
record in the classroom and he's' an out·
standing athlete as well;" Bison head coach
John Prock said: "This is a tremendous
accomplishment."
'
.'
I
Moore and teammate Scott Corbin alsb
were nominated for the Academic AIIAmerica team selected each year by the
College ' Sports Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA). Corbin, a sophomore
defensive end from Searcy, and Moore were
selected to the District 6 te,am, made up of
student-athletes from Arkansas, Texas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico', Mississippi and
Louisiana.
.. . .

,

•

.
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Jack Moore
"lack and Scott are outstanding young
men." Prock said , "and they have done a
great deal for our football program."
Corbin is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Corbin of Searcy and Moore is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Moore of Huntsville,
Aia.
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As the Harding Uriiversity spring sports
program prepares for the 1986 season. all of
the six Bison teams are anxious to begin
competition in the tough Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference.

Baseball
The baseball team, under the direction of
1985 NAJA Coach of the Year Dick
Johnson, will look for leadership from six
seniors in a bid to repeat as NAJA District
17 champions and runnersup in NAJA Area

V.
Seniot all-conference second baseman
Greg Thompson of Decatur, Ill., will be
joined by a cast of nine returning All-AIC
honorable mention selections. The
honorable mention seniors from 1985,
catcher Scott Finley of Searcy; outfielders
Jim Cooper of Melbourne and Bruce
Brantley of Newport; and pitchers Steve
Pilkington of Heber Springs and Randy
Allman of Columbus, Ohio, provide a
strong core of AIC veterans. Also named to
the All-AIC honorable mention squad last
season were junior pitcher James Mayes of
Searcy, junior first baseman Barry Jones of
Jonesboro, and sophomore pitcher Marty
Spears of Searcy.

Greg Thompson

Tennis
On the tennis court, Coach David Elliott
hopes his Bisons can return to. the successful
form that brought them a share of last
year's AIC champi6nship.
Searcy nati.ve Donnie Wallis, an
honorable mention AII-AIC performer last
year. and Jon Wood of North Little Rock
sbou\d provi.de leadership as seniod. Also
returning is AII-AlC and AlI-NAlA District
17 ace Vernon Lewis of St. Mary's. West
Indies. In all. the Bisons return 10 players
from last year's team.

Men's Track
Men's track coach Ted Lloyd says his
team will feature strong individual performers; including senior Al Bates of Nashville, Tenn., the AIC champion in the 1500
meter run. Senior Ed Van Der Kaaij of the
Netherlands returns from a 1985 season in
which he earned All-American and
Academic All-American honors as a pole
vaulter. Discus specialist Doug Ogburn, a
senior from Warren, Mich., was also
selected to the Academic All-American
team.
Back in school for the spring semester
after playing a season with the United States
Football League's Denver Gold. senior Gill
Stegall of Searcy, an All-AIC performer in
1984, will run the sprints for the Bisons.
Also, boosthlg the spJ"i,n ting corp~ will. be
sophomore Attah Frimpong of Kumasi,
Ghana, who also achieved all-conference
status in 1984.

Women '8 Track
As for the women tracksters, Coach Cliff
Sharp says his team should be a strong one,
due largely to the addition of several crosscountry team members to the roster.
Outstanding senior Mindi Williams of
Salado, Texas, will run sprints, as well as
competing in the long jump and triple jump
events. Other top performers should be
sophomore Beverly Gardner of Fort Worth,
Texas in the long-distance runs; sophomore
Jodie Murray of 9rthage, Mo. in the 800
HAJU>U,iI~ UNIVE~TY
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Bever~v

Vernon Lewis
meter and 1500 meter ruris; arid junior
Teresa Durham of Bakersfield, M~. in the
h:df-mile run_

Golf
According to Coach Phil Watkins, the
Bison golf team should show great improvement this year. The team's roster is
strengthened by four experienced seniors,
including Didier Vallard of Royan France;
Bob Pittenger of Shawnee Mission, Kan.;
Mike Saegert of Siloam Springs; and Kevin
Wise of Pensacola. Fla.
Outstanding newcomers to the team
include sophomore Cliff Hays of Benton and
junior John Beavers of Searcy.

Swimming
Turning to the water, Harding's Water
Buffaloes look to be strong with four seniors
~etuming. Coach j~ck Boustead e~pects this
year's team to surpass school records in
many. events.
Retur:ning are seniors Glen Alexander of
Concord, Calif. and Gano Butcher of
Yamhill, Ore .• both qualifiers for last year's
national championship meet. Butcher was
also named to the NAIA Academic AllAmerican team last year. Two other seniors,
Chris Boutcher of Fountain Valley" Calif.
and Phil Paffo~ of Oakdale, CaHf.. provide
good reason for Boustead ',s opti~is'm.Seven
returning lettermen a~ featured iJl ' tJte
Water Buffaloes' lineup.
'

Gardner

Glen Alexander

..
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Quartet Receives FOII,r-Year Award~;
Bison Football Announces 45 Letter.men
A quartet of four-year award winners -are
among ' 45 Harding University football
lettermen announced' by Bisorts' head coach
John Prock.
Receiving their fourth letter award are
defensive tackle Scott Franklin of Dunwoody, Ga., offensive tackle Wes Hunt of
Denison. Texas, defensive back Drake
Jackson of Temple, Texas, and fullback
Z.C.O. Uhatafe of St. Petersburg, Fla.
Three year lettermen are John Fox.. of
Searcy, Ark., Paul Golden 'of Caddo Gap,
,ArJt... Qrent ,J,.eQoqlt • of l~nnipg~,; '~'!
Mannie Lowery of Little Rock. Ark., Chris
McDavid of Dallas, Texas, James Smith of
West Helena, Ark .• Glen Segars of Lithonia.
Ga., Chris East and Steve Dudley of St.
. Petersburg, Fla., and Matt Clouser of
Huntsville. Ala.
Earning two-year honors are John Collins
of Uniontown, Ohio; Mickey Adkison of
Tulsa, Okla.; Jack Moore of Huntsville,
Ala.; Roddy Mote of St. Mary's, W. Va.;
Bob Harvey of 'Irving, Texas; Dennis
Leverson of MemphIS, Tenn.;
Derrick Williams of Fort Worth, Texas;
Stuart Varner of Marietta, Ohio; Franz
PatterSon of Killeen, Texas; FllDasial
"Dump" Q.uinn West Point, Miss.; David
of Memphis, Tenri.; 'Todd Potter ~f

EsCue'

of

McGehee, Ark.; ' arid:Ketineth Forte of
Little Rock.
First year letter, winners are Teny
Albright of Houston,' 'Texas: Daron Cathey
of Coldwater. Miss.; 'Kent· Chambers of
North Little Rock. Ark.; Scott Corbin of
Searcy, Ark.; BrookS Davis ' of Bartlesville,
Okla.; Barry Ford of Little Rock. Ark.;
Kenny Fox of searcy,' Ark.; Jinimy
Gunter of Columbus. Miss.; Gerald Ham'ricof Winfield, Ala.; Kevin Hunt of Denison,
Texas; Micheal Johnson of Memphis.
Tenn.; Keith Perry of Houston, Texas;
. Rick Piersall, and Edk Redding of
Malibu. Calif.; Joe Sawyer of Richardson;
Texas; Duane Stubblefield of Alvarado,
Texas; Roland Sweet of Belle Glade, Fla.
and Daniel Bristo of Big Springs, Texas.
Managerial awards were presented to
Robert Hutson of Little Elm. Texas. Andy
MOsher of West Monroe. La.. Lisa
Waggoner of Faye'ttevitle. Tenn.
Theresa Sechler 'of Madison 'Heights, Midi~'

. .
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·t Harding University admits students of any rdce, color, and national or ethnic origin. Also, in
H ardIng U·
nlVerSI Y compliance with Title IX of the Educaiional Amendments of 1972, and section 504 of the Reo

B ULLETI N

habilitation Act of 1973, Harding Univer~ity does not discriminate on the basis of sex or hnndicap
in its educational program, activities, or employment except where necessitated by speciLc religious tenets held by the institution and its controlling body.

CLOCKWISE: More than 60 teachers from the Searcy and White County area are partiCipating in a programfimded
by the Arkansas Depa'rtment ofHigher Education. Dr. Tony Finley (left) directs the teachers' activities to enhance their
skills in teaching science and mathematics. Seated are Twyla Land (center) and Susan Johnson ofJudsonia Elementary
School. Ray Thornton, president of the University ofArkansas, speaks during December graduation ceremonies to 136
degree candidates. family and friends. Members of The Shoppe. a progressive country singing group. enterlain
themselves and the audience during a recent concert on campus.
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